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ABSTRACT

Validity and reliability of accelerometers for examining vertical jump performance

Ryan M. Ruben

PURPOSE: The objectives of this study were to determine the validity and reliability of an accelerometer as a device for estimating force-time curve characteristics and examine the effect of reducing sampling frequency.

METHODS: Sixty college aged men and women (age=23.6±3.1 y; height=180.1±6.3 cm; weight=85.0±15.2kg; body fat=14.2±6.5%) performed 10 restricted (no arm swing) zero-load countermovement vertical jumps each for a total of 600 jumps. Peak force, rate of force development, peak power output, peak velocity, flight time and peak vertical displacement were assessed with the use of a tri-axial accelerometer and compared to a force platform + linear position transducer system. The data from the accelerometer were then resampled to determine the optimum sampling frequency. Reliability was assessed by intraclass correlation (ICC) and coefficient of variance (CV). Validity was evaluated by linear regression analyses to determine a calibration equation, the standard error of the estimate (SEE) and a validity correlation coefficient.

RESULTS: The accelerometer was found to be reliable for peak force, peak power, peak velocity and peak displacement for each sampling frequency. In regards to validity, the accelerometer significantly overestimated peak force, peak rate of force development, peak power and displacement while it underestimated peak velocity.

CONCLUSIONS: The accelerometer was found to be a reliable device at frequencies as low as 50 Hz, with the best validity at 250 Hz; therefore, 250 Hz is an acceptable sampling frequency when testing with accelerometers. The accelerometer overestimates some variables, which may be due to including bodyweight in the calculations.

KEY WORDS: Performance Testing, Athlete Monitoring, Sport Science, Power, Countermovement Jump
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Chapter 1. Specific Aims and Hypothesis

The vertical jump test is an easily measured activity that has been observed to have mechanical similarities to weightlifting movements (28, 35, 63) as well as other athletic activities (16, 127). For example, the vertical jump has been positively correlated to the squat, snatch, and clean and jerk (1, 28), and other markers of performance, such as sprinting (63), agility (35), maximal running velocity (16), and maximal strength (127). One of the benefits of the vertical jump test is it can be carried out quickly and with relatively little interference with training (186). The results of such field tests can provide the coach with valuable information about the potential of the athlete, track fluctuations in fatigue and preparedness that occur during a periodized training program, and help provide information about the athlete that can be used to guide the training program (29).

There are various ways to estimate vertical jump height including single or multiple linear position transducers (29), force platforms (31, 67, 123), combinations of linear position transducers and a force platform (41), accelerometers (31), jump-and-reach methods (30), switch mats (30, 87, 120), and optoelectronical systems (44, 49). Although these devices have been shown to be reliable, some are not valid and each has limitations that affect their usefulness. For example, the switch mat, optoelectronical system, and the jump and reach method fail to give information about force-time curve characteristics including force, power, and velocity. In order to quantify these values, an accelerometer, force platform, linear position transducer system or some combination of these two methods must be utilized (171). While the force platform and linear position transducer systems give insight into force-time characteristics, they are expensive, hard to transport, and often require a degree of technical skill that most coaches do not posses (81).
Recently, the use of accelerometers to test vertical jump height has become increasingly popular. However, the information given from the accelerometer must be valid and reliable to effectively aid the coach in improving athletic performance (29, 118). One study has been performed on the validity and reliability of accelerometers; however, this study was performed against an optoelectronic and video system. Currently, a force platform + linear position transducer system is considered to be a gold standard for measuring force-time curve variables, such as those seen in the vertical jump test. Therefore, a study is needed to compare the results given by the accelerometer against those given by the force platform + linear position transducer system.

Sampling frequency can be defined as how many samples per second the device can collect. Generally, a high sampling frequency, such as that seen in a force platform or with a linear position transducer, is more expensive because it generates larger data files and thus more disk storage space and processing time (191). Conversely, a device, such as an accelerometer, with high portability usually possesses a lower sampling frequency (81). This lower sampling frequency could allow for more files to be stored on each unit and enable quicker upload times. However, lowering the sampling frequency can also affect the validity and reliability of the device (81). Thus, it is important for the sport scientists and strength & conditioning coaches to consider what would be the minimum required sampling frequency for measuring force-time curve variables during the vertical jump. Hence, the central purposes of this thesis are to determine the optimal sampling frequency of an accelerometer system and determine if it is a valid and reliable tool for estimating power, force, velocity, and jump height during a countermovement vertical jump test when compared to a force platform and linear position transducer system.
1.1. **Central Hypothesis**

This study will examine the validity and reliability of accelerometers in estimating performance measures such as power, force, velocity, and jump height during a countermovement vertical jump test. In addition, this study will determine the optimum sampling frequency for accelerometer systems. **The central hypothesis of this thesis is that accelerometers are reliable and valid, but not precise instruments for estimating force, RFD, velocity, power output, flight time and displacement during a CMJ test when compared to a force platform + LPT system.** That hypothesis is based on the following observations. First, accelerometer systems have been shown to accurately detect the instants when the maximal positive vertical velocity during the takeoff and the maximal negative velocity during the landing are reached; however, it does not accurately measure the absolute value of the acceleration and consequently the velocity (81). In addition, although performed on a force platform, Hori (30) showed that eight different force-time curve variables satisfied a minimum acceptable reliability when collecting at 500 Hz. The central hypothesis will be tested by the following specific aims.
1.1.1. **Specific Aim 1**

The first aim was to determine if an accelerometer system estimates reliable and valid performance measurements when compared to a force platform and 2-linear position transducer system.

**Hypothesis:** It was hypothesized that the accelerometer system is reliable and valid, but not precise in estimating force, RFD, velocity, power, flight time and displacement during a countermovement vertical jump test when compared to a force platform and linear position transducer system.

1.1.2. **Specific Aim 2**

The second aim was to determine the influence of sampling frequency on the reliability and validity of the accelerometer system to estimate force, RFD, velocity, power, flight time and jump displacement values.

**Hypothesis:** It was hypothesized that reducing the sampling frequency below 250 Hz would negatively affect the reliability and validity of data collected with the accelerometer system.
1.2. Operational Definitions

Accelerometer – Device used to measure acceleration, from which variables such as force, power, velocity, and jump height can be calculated (81).

Countermovement Jump - Used to measure the reactive strength of the lower body and involves the athlete squatting until their thigh is parallel to the ground and then immediately jumping upward attempting to maximize the height jumped (136, 168).

Force – Synonymous with strength; results in an object’s acceleration (F=ma) when exerted on an external object having a mass (190).

Fiber Type – The three different types of skeletal muscle in the body including type I (slowest), type IIA, and type IIB/x (fastest) (168).

Flight Time – Time that the subject is in the air and is quantified as the time when takeoff occurs until the time when landing occurs (58).

Force Platform – A hard-wired, very sensitive strain-gauge type embedded immobile system that is the accepted standard for force measurement research and commonly used to measure jumping and landing tasks (30).

Linear Position Transducer – A device that measures voltage output, which can be converted to a displacement and put into various equations to determine power, force, and velocity (181).

Muscle Hypertrophy – An increase in size of the muscle (31).

Motor Unit Recruitment – Activating the motor nerve and all of the muscle fibers it innervates (23).

Neuromuscular Inhibition – A protective mechanism that provides feedback from various muscle and joint receptors, which can reduce muscle tension during maximum and near-maximum efforts (23).
**Power** – A unit of work expressed per unit of time (i.e., power = work \cdot \text{time}^{-1}), often considered a factor of intensity. May also be calculated by multiplying force x velocity (168).

**Precision** - The degree of closeness of measurements of a quantity to its actual value (30).

**Rate Coding** – The firing rate of a motor unit (23).

**Rate of Force Development** – The rate at which force is developed; calculated by dividing the change in force by the change in time (23).

**Reliability** – The degree of consistency of measurement (23).

**Sampling Frequency** - How often the signal is sampled each second (168).

**Static Jump** - Commonly used to test concentric strength of the leg extensors; administered by the subject starting in the bottom position (i.e., top of the thigh parallel to the ground) and then jumping upward (125).

**Stretch Shortening Cycle** – A combination of eccentric and concentric muscle actions used in the countermovement jump (190).

**Strength** - The ability of the neuromuscular system to produce force against an external resistance (23, 156).

**Validity** – Whether or not the instrument is actually measuring what it is supposed to be measuring (163).

**Velocity** – The speed of movement of the body of an object. It is calculated by dividing distance by time (168).
Chapter 2. Background & Significance

2.1. Introduction

The ability to produce power is an integral part of many individual and team sports (23) including American football, track & field, basketball, and soccer (135). Athletes with a higher playing ability generally have been shown to produce higher power outputs in a variety of sports (12, 186). Because of this relationship, power output may be the most important characteristic in sport, and for this reason it becomes critical to periodically test (144). In competitive athletes, power must be developed through a long-term strategy based on the theory of periodization (168). Strength and conditioning coaches and sports scientists must carry out performance tests throughout these training programs in order to monitor progress, prevent overtraining, and modify training stimuli. Thus, valid and reliable tests are required to assess the athlete’s explosive power generating capacity at various time points throughout the training program. Essentially, these tests are used to determine the athlete’s level of preparedness and to determine how they are responding to the training program.

The vertical jump test is one of the more popular field test approaches (138, 179) used by coaches, health care professionals, and strength and conditioning coaches to assess lower body power output. The vertical jump test determines displacement, which is then used to estimate power output. Numerous coaches consider the vertical jump to be an essential skill that contributes to higher performance in various sports such as American football, basketball, diving, and volleyball (111). Additionally, vertical jump ability is frequently assessed to measure improvement of an athlete’s capabilities throughout a specific training program (87, 111). Furthermore, the ability to express high power outputs is also required when attempting to rapidly change direction or accelerate during various sports or athletic events (111). Barnes et al.
(135) indicate that individuals with greater countermovement jump performance also have quicker agility times ($R^2 = 0.34$). Thus, the vertical jump test can also examine the ability to change direction.

There are two different ways to perform the vertical jump: the countermovement jump and static jump (16). The countermovement jump is used to measure the reactive strength of the lower body (74) and involves the athlete dipping down until their thigh is parallel to the ground and then immediately jumping upward attempting to maximize the height jumped (190). This type of jumping method utilizes the stretch-shortening cycle, which combines eccentric/concentric muscle actions to elicit a higher jumping ability (106, 136, 158). Conversely, the static jump is commonly used to test the concentric strength of the leg extensors (104). In the static jump, the subject starts in the bottom position and then jumps upward without engaging the stretch shortening cycle. The use of these exercises to test power production is based upon the fact that a better performance can be produced when high power outputs are produced (29, 190). The countermovement jump has shown the greatest reliability among jumping tests (ICC = 0.98) (29, 32).

In the past, the common method to calculate power output from a vertical jump test was to use the Lewis formula, which gives the average power exerted by gravity on the jumper’s body during the falling phase (120). The Lewis formula was derived from standard equations of projectile motion (74). These equations describe the fall of the jumper’s center of mass from its high point to where the foot contacts the ground (74).

$$H = V_o \cdot t \pm 0.5 \cdot g \cdot t^2$$

Vertical center of mass velocity is zero at the highest point of the jump, thus:

$$H = 0 \cdot t + \frac{1}{2} \cdot 9.8 \cdot t^2$$
This equation can be reduced to:

\[ t = \frac{-}{-} \]

Since average velocity of the center of mass is distance divided by time, the following equation can be formed:

\[ V_{AV} = \frac{-}{-} \]

Then, \( \frac{-}{-} \) can be substituted for t:

\[ V_{AV} = \frac{-}{-} = \frac{-}{-} \]

Furthermore, power is equal to force times velocity:

\[ P_{AV} = \text{force} \cdot V_{AV} \]

Body mass times the acceleration due to gravity can be substituted for force and \( \sqrt{H} \cdot \sqrt{4.9} \) can be substituted for average velocity. This gives an exact equation equal to the Lewis formula:

\[ P_{AV} = 9.8 \cdot \text{body mass (kg)} \cdot \frac{-}{-} \]

The Lewis formula gives the power exerted by gravity on the jumper’s body during the falling phase (74)

\[ \frac{-}{-} = \]

The Lewis formula was updated by Harman et al. (74) due to several key problems. First, it only gave the power output of the falling phase and not the power generated during takeoff. In addition, the formula did not use standard units. Furthermore, the equation did not specify whether it was peak power or average power. To address these issues, Harman et al. (74) created the following equations by way of multiple regressions (74):

Peak power (W) =

Average power (W) =
Because of the small sample size used by Harmon (n = 17), the validity of the equation was examined by Sayers et al. (74). They cross-validated both the Lewis formula and Harmon equation with 108 college-age male (n=59)(21.3±3.4 years) and female (n=49)(20.4±2.2 years) subjects against a force platform. Cross-validation was performed by entering the variables of jump height and body weight of the 108 subjects into the two equations of Lewis (152) and Harman et al. (74) and comparing the estimates of peak and average power from the respective equations to actual peak and average power determined from the force platform. Peak power was underestimated by 6.9% (r = 0.87) when using countermovement jump data in the equation of Harman et al. (74) and by 72.8% (r = 0.87) in the Lewis formula (74). The Sayers Equation was then developed to estimate peak power output (Peak Anaerobic Power output or PAPw) from the vertical jump and is frequently used by coaches and in the scientific literature (74):

\[ PAPw (W) = 60.7 \cdot \text{body displacement (cm)} + 45.3 \cdot \text{body mass (kg)} - 2,055 \]

Johnson and Bahamonde (152) also developed a formula for the calculation of peak and average power from the vertical jump test, using the countermovement jump. They tested 118 college age (avg. age = 19.58 years ± 1.24) males (n = 69) and females (n = 49) on a combination of a force platform and a Vertec. The Vertec is a vertical jump testing device made of a steel frame with horizontal vanes along the top that are rotated out of the way by the hand of the athlete to determine displacement. Johnson and Bahamonde’s equations use the additional factor of body height. Although height was a significant variable entered in both equations, it did not produce significant changes in the accounted percentage of variance. Also, there were no significant changes to the standard error of estimate of both equations. Both equations had strong correlations with actual peak and average power taken from the force platform (R² = 0.916 and 0.831)
Peak Power (W) = 78.6 \cdot \text{body displacement (cm)} + 60.3 \cdot \text{body mass (kg)} – 15.3 \cdot \text{height (cm)} – 1,308

Average Power (W) = 43.8 \cdot \text{body displacement (cm)} + 32.7 \cdot \text{mass (kg)} – 16.8 \cdot \text{height (cm)} + 431

However, even with prediction equations, standard vertical jump tests do not provide feedback about important variables such as peak force, acceleration, velocity, rate of force development, and rate of power development. These parameters can be identified with the use of more technical measurements performed on a force platform and/or with linear position transducers (31, 96). The force platform provides information about the magnitude and direction of forces, torques applied to the surface of the force platform, and center of pressure (83). While these instruments are highly reliable and produce valid results, they are very expensive and difficult to transport to the strength & conditioning facility or field locations, which limits their applicability (118); thus, warranting devices that can accommodate portability and are reasonably priced.

A relatively newer way of estimating force-time curve characteristics is the use of accelerometers (118). The accelerometer measures vertical acceleration and then derives other variables such as power, force, and velocity from that measure. These variables can be provided immediately after the jump is performed; thus, allowing the device to operate as a field test. Accelerometers can allow for immediate feedback of force-time characteristics in the training setting without the need to go to a laboratory or to use expensive measurement instruments with complex software that are difficult to transport. Therefore, they could be considered an “advanced field test.” However, for this data to be useful for sport scientists and strength & conditioning coaches, the data must be valid and reliable. For example, if the feedback is not reliable, the person responsible for the program design may make unnecessary changes to the training program thinking the athlete is more or less fatigued than the athlete actually is.

Validity is equally important. For instance, if the sport scientist/strength & conditioning coach is
using the accelerometer to measure power output, they must have confidence that they are actually receiving valid power outputs from the accelerometer.

Accelerometers generally sample at either 250 Hz or 500 Hz (30), which is considerably less than the 1000 Hz sampling rate typically being used with a force platform or linear position transducers (30). Although some of the feedback generated by the accelerometer appears to be reliable (31), recent work by Hori et al. (30) suggests that lower sampling rates performed on a force platform results in an overestimation of power output in the vertical jump. Thus, it is possible that the lower sampling rate typically used by accelerometers may contribute to measurement errors. There is a lack of available research literature on the sampling frequency used during performance measurements with accelerometers. Therefore, determining the effect of reducing sampling frequency and, perhaps more importantly, the minimum sampling frequency that can be used for this form of performance analysis is an important consideration for both sport scientists and strength & conditioning coaches (82).

The primary aim of this thesis is to determine the reliability, validity, and accuracy of accelerometers by comparing them to a combined force platform and linear position transducer system in the assessment of countermovement jump performance. This literature review will demonstrate why force-time curve variables are an integral part of the strength and conditioning program design, the underlying neural and intramuscular mechanisms that contribute to power, force and velocity production, and the ways force-time curve variables are currently assessed in the literature.

2.2. Determinants of Jump Performance

Vertical jump height measurement is a simple method that favorably compares with isokinetic testing as a measurement of knee extension power (81, 111). The most important parameter to develop a good jump performance is the achievement of the maximal vertical
velocity at the takeoff position (114). The greater the vertical velocity the subject’s center of gravity (COG) achieves at the moment of leaving the ground, the higher the jump the subject will attain (45). Both the force developed by the musculoskeletal system during the propulsive phase of the jump and the control of the movement seems to play an important role in the achievement of maximal jump performance (30).

Support for the importance of the relationship between force generating capacity and vertical jump performance can be seen in the work of Kawamori et al. (22), Carlock et al. (98), and Wisløff et al. (29). Kawamori et al. (186) found strong relationships between isometric peak force and countermovement jump (r=0.82). Additionally, Carlock et al. (98) found a strong relationship between 1-RM squat performance and countermovement jump peak power (r = 0.91 (men) and r = 0.82 (women)). Furthermore, Wisløff et al. (29) found a correlation between maximal half-squat strength and vertical jump performance in elite soccer players. Thus, it is generally accepted that leg strength plays a large role in determining jump performance. Furthermore, heavy weight training can produce an increase in force causing a rightward shift of the force-velocity curve (69, 168, 186), which occurs in response to an increase in strength. However, high velocity training is also needed to make additional adaptations in the high-velocity end of the force-velocity curve (165). These increases in force and velocity can produce an increase in power output, which is often measured by the vertical jump.

There are two ways to calculate power output. First, power can be expressed as the rate of doing work and is calculated by dividing work by time. Work is the calculated by multiplying force and the distance the object moves in the direction resulting from the force application (168). The force produced in this equation is produced by the previously mentioned leg strength. The other way to calculate power output is by multiplying force and velocity, which can be
derived from the first equation. Because power is the rate of doing work, it must be performed rapidly to achieve a high power output (1). When performing a countermovement jump, the goal is to achieve the highest peak power that the athlete is capable of attaining (168). Stone (168) defines peak power (PP) as the highest instantaneous power value found over a range of motion. Power can be represented by three possible equations:

\[ \text{Power} = \frac{\text{Force} \times \text{Distance}}{\text{Time}} \]

Force multiplied by distance can be substituted for work:

\[ \text{Power} = \frac{\text{Velocity}}{\text{Time}} \]

Velocity can be substituted for Distance/Time, thus:

\[ \text{Power} = \frac{\text{Velocity}}{\text{Time}} \]

The consensus in the literature is that success in sport performance depends on the ability to produce a high rate of force development and power output, which both contribute to vertical jump performance (33, 109, 166-168) and contribute to the ability to rapidly change direction or accelerate during various sports or athletic events (11). Therefore, testing these performance characteristics throughout the training plan is paramount. Although, time is often a limiting factor in performance testing, as athletes are often restricted in the amount of time they can spend in the weight room. As stated earlier, accelerometers are a tool used in advanced field testing as they can be used in the weight room or practice facility and can be transported back to the computer with relative ease. Therefore, if proven valid and reliable, accelerometers may prove to be the ideal system for testing athletes’ power generating capacity in the practitioner’s setting.

There are several non-invasive physiological parameters that are testable and contribute to producing a high power output. These include maximal strength, the rate of force development, and usage of the stretch shortening cycle. Additionally, there are multiple invasive
physiological parameters that contribute to power output including fiber type, muscular hypertrophy, neuromuscular inhibition, and motor unit recruitment. These invasive variables are not outwardly testable, but have been correlated to power output.

2.2.1. Maximal Strength

According to Siff et al. (126) and Stone (135), strength can be defined as the ability of the neuromuscular system to produce force against an external resistance (156). Schmidtbleicher (163) and Stone (168) suggest that maximum strength is the basic quality affecting power output. This is because power is the product of force and velocity, thus alterations in force should alter power production (153). Strength is also an attribute often associated with enhanced sport performance (166, 167) and increases in maximal strength have been shown to result in increase vertical jump height and power output in response to strength training (26, 40) as well as hypertrophy of type II fibers, increases in the type II/I cross-sectional ratio, and recruitment of higher threshold motor units (167).

Maximal strength contributes to jumping ability in a variety of ways. First, if a given load represents a smaller percentage of maximum, the load will be easier to accelerate if maximal strength levels are higher (164). Secondly, a higher maximum strength level would theoretically correlate to a higher percentage or greater cross-sectional area of type II fibers, which have been shown to strongly contribute to high power outputs; therefore, a higher jumping height will be able to be reached.

Maximal strength can be estimated in the vertical jump by measuring the force output. Kawamori et al. (69) showed a very strong relationship between isometric peak force and countermovement jump height ($r = 0.82$). Since force output is an important component of the countermovement jump, the ability to track changes in force output would be useful to sports scientists and strength & conditioning coaches.
2.2.2. Rate of Force Development

The rate of force development is defined as the ability to develop force in a short period of time (167). It is calculated by a change in force divided by change in time and is directly related to the rate of increase in muscle activation by the nervous system (98, 135). Force is directly responsible for the acceleration of an object; however, Stone (101) has argued that the faster a given force is attained, the corresponding acceleration occurs more rapidly. Thus, rate of force development can be associated with the ability to accelerate objects such as the human body (150). Because of this, the rate of force development appears to be important for sports requiring explosive movements (e.g., sprinting, jumping, and throwing), especially those which require force to be generated during a limited time frame (~50-250 ms) (167).

Explosive strength can be defined as the rate of force development and is associated with acceleration capabilities (153). McBride et al. (23) suggests that maximal power is synonymous with explosive strength (153). Schmidtbleicher (123) characterized explosive exercise as having maximum or near maximum rate of force development (123). Stone (153) argues that for many sports the ability to produce force rapidly may be more important than actual maximum force production.

The rate of force development parameter has important functional significance in fast and forceful muscle contractions (167). For example, explosive movements such as jumping, change of direction, or punching typically involve contraction times of 50-250 ms (167). Conversely, it typically takes a longer time to reach maximum force in most human muscles (i.e., 300 ms for the elbow flexors (3) and knee extensors (3)) (169). Thus, the short contraction time may not allow maximal muscle force to be reached during explosive muscle actions and, as a result, any increase in contractile rate of force development becomes highly important as it allows the athlete to reach a higher level of muscle force in the early phase of muscle contraction (e.g.,
within the initial 100-200 ms of contraction) (174). Nevertheless, maximal strength and the rate of force development are interrelated (3) and are both associated with sporting performance (6). The relationship between maximal strength and rate of force development is somewhat of an unknown, but is thought to occur due to alterations in the H-reflex (129). Both of these variables appear to relate to the ability to cause acceleration, which affects movement velocity (23, 78).

Viitasalo et al. (168) suggest that countermovement jump is related to the isometric rate of force development. In addition, Kraska et al. (23) found correlations between isometric rate of force development and jump height in both countermovement jump and static jump. Conversely, Haff et al. (177) stated that isometric rate of force development is not related to countermovement jump, however it is strongly correlated with static jump. Similarly, Young and Bilby (109) and Wilson et al. (67) also showed the same lack of relationship. However, a stronger relationship may exist between isometric rate of force development and countermovement jump due to the nature of the training background that athletes incur, which includes a large involvement of the stretch shortening cycle (193). It has been shown that training with explosive exercises such as weightlifting movements can enhance the rate of force development (184). Therefore, the ability to track these changes is an integral part of the program design. The only current way to track rate of force development is through the use of a force platform, linear position transducer, or some combination of the two. However, since force-time curves can be derived from accelerometer data, accelerometers may have the capability to perform this task and could do so with the correct analysis software. Thus, if accelerometers are proven valid and reliable against a force platform + linear position transducer system, tracking rate of force development changes in the field setting could be implemented.
2.2.3. **Stretch Shortening Cycle**

A stretch shortening cycle can be defined as a combination of eccentric and concentric muscle actions (70, 109). The stretch component of the stretch shortening cycle refers to the eccentric muscle action and the shortening component refers to the concentric muscle action (104, 105). The eccentric muscle action causes a storage of elastic energy in the tendomuscular system and occurs prior to the concentric muscle action (77), thus it can be termed a plyometric muscle action (65, 142, 168).

The most recognized purpose of the stretch shortening cycle is the enhancement of the concentric muscle action, which occurs as a result of three things: storage of elastic energy in the series elastic elements, activation of the stretch reflex, and optimization of muscle activation (23). Generally, stretch shortening cycle movements have been classified as fast (100-250ms) and slow (>250ms) (104). Countermovement jumps incorporate a deliberate stretch shortening cycle and enhance vertical jump height and force production compared to static jumps (104, 106, 142, 153). Since the countermovement jump utilizes a large knee angle (~90°) and therefore uses the entire stretch shortening cycle, it is considered a relatively slower stretch shortening cycle movement (>500ms). It has been suggested that the countermovement jump is a measure of slow stretch shortening cycle ability due to the long duration of the lengthening-shortening contraction (8, 24).

There are several ways to estimate the stretch shortening cycle using vertical jump protocols. The stretch shortening cycle usually involves using a pre-stretch movement, such as comparing countermovement jump with static jump performance (126, 190). The first way is to measure pre-stretch augmentation (106). This is calculated as a percentage by taking 

$$\left( \frac{\text{countermovement jump} - \text{static jump}}{\text{static jump}} \right) \times 100.$$
Another evaluation is to measure reactive strength, which is defined as the ability to utilize stretching of the muscle and change quickly from an eccentric to a concentric contraction (126). Reactive strength expresses athletes’ explosive capabilities in dynamic jumping activity (182) and is calculated by subtracting the static jump height from the countermovement jump height (reactive strength = countermovement jump-static jump) (190). Since there is a fast and slow component of the stretch shortening cycle, reactive strength can be divided into slow reactive strength (slow stretch shortening cycle/low stretch loads) and fast reactive strength (fast stretch shortening cycle/high stretch loads) (52). The slow reactive strength is considered to be a measure of the ability to utilize the muscle pre-stretching during the countermovement jump. Fast reactive strength is measured from a drop jump to impose various stretch loads on the leg extensors while using a contact mat, force platform, or accelerometer to measure jump height and contact time. This is considered fast because there is less knee bend and utilizes a faster movement (125-200ms) (190).

The final method often used to estimate the utilization of the stretch shortening cycle is the calculation of the eccentric utilization ratio (190). The eccentric utilization ratio has been suggested as a useful indicator of power performance in athletes (190) and is calculated by dividing the countermovement jump by the static jump (eccentric utilization ratio=countermovement jump/static jump). It has been proposed that the eccentric utilization ratio is an indicator of stretch shortening cycle performance in various sports and during different phases of training (126).

Periodically testing this ratio is important because the ability to utilize the stretch shortening cycle efficiently is a critical factor in many sports. McBride et al. (126) showed that incorporation of stretch shortening cycle exercises into a training program improves power
production and jump performance. Furthermore, McGuigan et al. (126) suggest that this ratio is sensitive to changes in the type of training being undertaken by the athlete; thus, strengthening the need for valid and reliable devices that can be used in this monitoring process.

2.2.4. Fiber Type

The histochemical staining properties of the myosin adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase) enzyme found in the globular region of the myosin head, also known as the myosin S-1 unit, can identify human skeletal muscle fiber types (124, 126). In the current literature, three major fiber types are regularly identified: types I, IIA, and IIB/x with type I being the slowest and type IIB/x being the fastest (58). Type II fibers appear to have a greater relationship to strength and power generating capacity (159). Strength and power athletes have been shown to have higher percentages of Type II muscle fibers (53-60%) (23, 58, 59). Individuals with higher type IIa or IIB/x fiber content appear to generate higher forces during high velocity movements as well as a higher rate of force developments and this may be partially explained by a higher cross bridge cycling rate (59).

Alterations in the human fiber type profile can be seen with strength training (1, 60). There is strong evidence to show that shifts occur from type IIB/x to type IIA in response to strength training (25, 27, 54, 58, 66, 75, 160). Staron et al. (145) studied the time course of adaptations and showed that untrained females can display this conversion with as little as four training sessions.

According to Fry et al. (161), type II fiber concentration is significantly related to vertical jump ability (r = 0.79). Thus, athletes with a higher type II fiber distribution should be able to jump higher than athletes with a lower concentration. Conversely, endurance athletes generally display a greater concentration of type I fibers (160, 162), which correspond to higher maximal oxygen consumption rates (59) while having lower force generating capacities. Therefore,
endurance athletes with a higher type I fiber distribution should have a lower jumping ability than the aforementioned strength power athletes.

2.2.5. Muscle Hypertrophy

Almost all strength-training programs produce some form of muscular hypertrophy. However, it is widely accepted that the increase in force generating capacity early in the resistance-training program is not fully due to an increase in skeletal muscle size (20, 48, 84, 85, 103, 121, 147, 170). The main increases in the early stages of the resistance-training program are thought to occur due to neural adaptations (29, 32, 48, 53, 68, 76, 114, 152, 158). After a period of time, an increase in muscle size is seen (133). The increase in the cross-sectional area of trained muscles comes primarily from the increase in size of individual muscle fibers (139). This increase in cross-sectional area of a muscle increases the amount of contractile units and thus increases force-generating capacity (2, 23, 117, 149). This increase in force-generating capacity should result in a higher jumping performance. As stated earlier, there is a strong relationship between force generating capacity and countermovement jump (5). Therefore, stages of the periodized training program may require phases that focus on muscle hypertrophy to increase force generating capacity. As with all phases of the periodized training program, muscle hypertrophy is also dependent on the type, intensity, and volume of strength training (56).

Although all fibers experience some degree of muscular growth (183), type II fibers have the greatest potential for growth due exhibiting a greater plasticity (5, 98). When performed simultaneously, endurance training can reduce the hypertrophic response that would normally occur with resistance training alone (23, 58), and thus the gains in vertical jump performance typically seen in response to resistance training may be impaired.
2.2.6. Neuromuscular Inhibition
Neuromuscular inhibition can cause a reduction in force production as a result of neural feedback from various muscles and joint receptors (1, 56). The Golgi tendon organ causes this effect as it operates as a protective mechanism that prevents the generation of harmful muscular forces during maximal or near-maximal efforts (58). If neural activation patterns of these protective mechanisms are altered, neuromuscular inhibition may be reversed and the protective mechanism may dissipate; thus, allowing the muscle to tolerate a higher threshold and elicit an increase in force-generating capacity that would normally be prevented by organ structures such as the Golgi tendon organ or muscle spindle (107, 168).

Aagaard et al. (3) supported this claim by showing that after 12 weeks of resistance training the inhibition of neuromuscular activation was significantly reduced, thus facilitating an increase in force output. Specifically, Gabriel et al. (61) suggest the increase in force generating capacity caused by neuromuscular inhibition in training is due to a down regulation of the Ib afferent feedback to the spinal motorneuron pool. In addition, the rate of force development has been used as an indirect measure of the neuromuscular function of athletes (4, 23, 97). Thus, tracking changes in force generating capacity and rate of force development may be useful in detecting changes in neuromuscular function such as neuromuscular inhibition.

2.2.7. Motor Unit Recruitment
Motor unit recruitment relates to the number of motor units activated (61, 118, 153). When more motor units are activated, the amount of force generated by the muscle increases (23, 157). The priority of selecting motor units is explained by Henneman’s Size Principle, which suggests that the size of the motor unit dictates its activation pattern (42). Specifically, larger motor units are activated in response to higher external loads for short durations and smaller motor units are activated in response to lower loads and longer durations (23, 76). In most
instances the upper limit of motor unit recruitment is ~85% of MVC; however, the upper limit of motor unit recruitment may be as low as 60% of MVC for some muscles. Desmedt and Godaux (68) found that the recruitment threshold is lowered as the amount of torque is increased. Thus, the motor units with the highest thresholds experience the greatest decrease in recruitment threshold in response to increased torque.

The force generating capacity of the muscle is not constant; it varies in response to speed of contraction, the activation of higher-level motor units, the type of muscle contraction, and the metabolic state of the muscle. For example, motor units are activated earlier during rapid contractions and rapid contractions activate as many as three times as many motor units, which contributes to an increased rate of force development. The type of contraction is also important. For instance, dynamic muscle actions can result in a lowering of the recruitment threshold when compared to isometric muscle actions (76).

Additionally, the metabolic state of the muscle can also change the recruitment pattern (68). Increases in lactic acid result in alterations to group III and IV muscle afferents that may modify motor unit recruitment patterns and change firing rate. Moritani et al. (53) performed a study in which subjects performed repeated contractions at 20% of MVC for 2 s followed by 2-s rest for 4 min with either unhindered blood circulation or arterial occlusion given between the 1st and 2nd minutes the metabolic state of the muscle alters motor unit recruitment patterns. They simultaneously recorded intramuscular motor unit spikes and surface electromyogram (EMG) data indicated that mean motor unit spike amplitude, firing frequency and the parameters of surface EMG power spectra remained constant during the experiment with unhindered circulation, providing no electrophysiological signs of muscle fatigue. However, significant increases in mean motor unit spike amplitude and frequency were evident during the contractions
with arterial occlusion; thus, validating that the metabolic state of the muscle alters motor unit recruitment patterns.

2.2.7.1. Motor Unit Synchronization

Synchronization of motor units involves the simultaneous activation of numerous motor units (43) and has historically been linked to increased force output (46). Semmler (146) demonstrates that increased synchronization of motor units corresponds to higher levels of force output during rapid muscle contractions. However, Yao (132) and Semmler (102) suggest that motor unit synchronization may not directly enhance force output or maximal strength.

Contemporary theory suggests that synchronization is more related to the rate of force development than the overall force output as motor unit synchronization has been shown to contribute to rate of force development during rapid muscle contractions (128). Therefore, if athletes are able to achieve a higher rate of force development due to motor unit synchronization, they should be able to attain a higher vertical jump since rate of force development and vertical jump have been shown to be highly correlated (154, 155, 189); thus, reinforcing the idea of monitoring the rate of force development. As mentioned earlier, the theoretical model for monitoring the rate of force development with accelerometers may be ideal for practitioners wishing to perform all testing in the field setting.

2.2.7.2. Rate Coding

Once the upper limit of motor unit recruitment is achieved rate coding is used to increase muscle force. Rate coding deals with the motor unit firing frequency and usually matches the fiber type with Type II fibers depicting a higher firing rate than Type I fibers (154). This attribute of skeletal muscle allows additional force to be generated without recruiting additional motor units (67). It is a strategy for varying force by altering activation frequency by the central nervous system (CNS) and motor neurons and occurs by utilizing temporal summation to induce
additional force (109). Muscle force varies as a function of activation frequency; thus, the CNS can use rate coding as a method to alter muscle force (177). For example, if high forces are required to move an object or the object itself, the CNS can deliver high-frequency pulses (42). Conversely, if only low forces are required, the CNS can deliver low-frequency pulses (68). Since the rate of motor unit discharge is likely related to the ability to generate force rapidly (113), it may be also related to the rate of force development. Therefore, high-frequency pulses can be delivered to allow for a higher vertical jump by increasing the force output and the rate of force development.
2.3. Factors Affecting the Test Protocol

2.3.1. The effect of self-talk

Self-talk can be defined as a way for individuals to increase motivation or enhance a skill by statements made to themselves and has been shown as a way to enhance sport and exercise performance (46, 113). There are two types of self-talk in the world of sports performance: motivational self-talk and instructional self-talk (72, 176). Motivational self-talk is designed to assist performance by increasing confidence or enhancing skill execution (175, 195) while instructional self-talk is designed to facilitate performance by activating a desired movement through correct focus, technique, and strategy execution (172, 175).

Tod et al. (175) examined the effects of self-talk on the vertical jump performance. They divided self-talk into four different conditions: motivational self-talk, instructional self-talk, neutral self-talk, and no additional instructions. The following phrases were used for the motivational and instructional conditions: “I can jump high” for motivational and “bend and dive” for instructional. The subject repeated these phrases during the 15 seconds prior to the jump test. The neutral group counted backwards from 1000 and the “no additional information group” wasn’t given any information. The results of this study found that instructional and motivational self-talk were associated with significantly higher center-of-mass displacement, greater impulse, and quicker angular rotation about the knee compared with the neutral condition. However, there were no significant differences between instructional and motivational self-talk. Nonetheless, motivational self-talk is highly subjective and difficult to remain constant from subject to subject. Furthermore, instructional self-talk is more likely to produce a consistent result over time. Thus, for a validity and reliability study, instructional self-talk would seem to be the ideal method for consistency, but to also produce a maximal effort that is utilized in the field.
2.3.2. The learning effect

Familiarization trials are often performed before the actual trial to allow the athlete to get used to the motor skills needed to perform the vertical jump (172). Moir et al. (175) found high reliability without the familiarization session depending on the subject’s previous training experience. They argue that well-trained athletes do not need a familiarization session for vertical jumps due to the similarity between vertical jumps and a variety of sporting movements. However, they also speculate that untrained sedentary subjects may not have the appropriate motor skills to perform such tasks without appropriate familiarization trials.

This hypothesis is backed by results found by Ploutz-Synder and Giamis (172) as well as Barfield et al. (175). Ploutz-Synder and Giamis (30) found that familiarization sessions were required in untrained young and old women to provide a stable baseline measure of maximum knee extension strength in both young and old women. Additionally, Barfield et al. (130) found it necessary to require at least one familiarization trial in physically active men who did not have a training history in cycling to optimize performance in the Wingate anaerobic test. Thus, a familiarization session should be included in studies that include untrained, sedentary subjects and those that include movements that the subjects are not familiar with in order to account for possible learning effects.
2.3.3. The fatigue effect
A rest interval that allows for full muscular recovery from a single vertical jumping trial to the next is a determinant for the validity of a test. All the jumps have to be performed at maximal effort, avoiding the effect of fatigue (140). Read et al. (15) found that a rest interval length of 15 seconds is sufficient to allow the full muscular recovery after a single maximal vertical jump. They then came to the conclusion that a single vertical jump lasts less than one second, the depletion of the adenosine triphosphate storage is not complete, and its full regeneration takes very little time (140). However, repeated trials of very intense short duration exercises (i.e., 5–10 seconds), such as repeated countermovement jumps, elicit a rapid decrease in the ability to generate power and force, possibly as a result of a reduced capacity to regenerate ATP in response to a depletion of phosphocreatine (PCr) and an accumulation of lactic acid (15, 30, 142). The depletion of PCr stores has been reported to occur during intense power exercises that require as few as 5 to 7 seconds per attempt (142). Rest intervals of 3 to 4 minutes are generally recommended for recovery of the phosphagen energy system (90%) during high-intensity exercises (71, 148). Thus, for multiple countermovement jumps, a 3-minute rest interval between sets should allow for recovery of both PCr and the phosphagen system and has been shown to be effective in the literature.

2.3.4. The time-of-day effect
Time-dependent variances, known as circadian rhythms, are variations throughout the solar day of physiological and psychological variables and can have effects on sports performance (178). Variations in jump performance are caused in response to the time of day when the vertical jump test is executed and could cause systematic errors that influence the results if the test is repeated and then compared (178). Bernard et al. (144) confirmed the presence of a time-of-day effect in a continuous anaerobic test such as multiple vertical jumps. They studied
college age (23±3 years) males (n = 25) and recorded flight time and ground contact time from
five consecutive jumps on a jump-ergometer to calculate maximal anaerobic power for jumping.
The test schedules were at 0900, 1400 and 1800 hours on separate days in random order. The
maximal anaerobic power was higher at 1400 and 1800 hours than at 0900 hours. The
differences between the morning and the afternoon reached 5%–7% the jump tests (P<0.01).

Lundeen et al. (108) studied 46 college age males (n = 25) and females (n = 21) in markers
of maximal quadriceps strength, speed of contraction, and muscle power using an isotonic
ergometer. They found significant differences in these variables in the afternoon measures
compared with the morning measures. In addition, the peak maximal quadriceps strength, speed
of contraction, and muscle power in women occurred ~4 hours earlier in the day compared with
the men. Furthermore, they found similar differences in endocrine function measuring cortisol,
β-endorphin, and catecholamines. Therefore, for a validity and reliability test, it is critical to test
the subjects at the same time for all sessions to eliminate a time-of-day effect.

2.3.5. The warm-up effect
The purpose of a warm-up is to prepare an athlete for training or competition and can
improve subsequent performance and lessen the risk of injury (116). The physiological benefits
include increased muscle temperature and core temperature (23), viscosity of muscles and
resistance of the vascular bed decrease with heating, hemoglobin and myoglobin link up with
more oxygen, thus oxygen uptake increases (21).

While static stretching has been historically integrated into the warm-up routine, recent
research has demonstrated that it can lead to a decrease in force production (18, 37, 89, 94, 116,
122), power production (36, 38, 50), running speed (141), reaction and movement time (34), and
strength endurance (180, 192). Conversely, dynamic stretching generally has been shown to
improve performance while not eliciting negative effects that static (17, 93, 94) and PNF stretching produce (55, 134).

According to Issurin (115), a warm-up should include a general warm-up that includes basic exercises in order to raise blood circulation, increase body circulation and facilitate the oxidative processes in working muscles. After completing this, a special warm-up should follow that includes specially selected drills that activate the coordination mechanisms that are involved in the technical skills to prevent failure in these coordinated skills and thus prevent injuries. With this information, a warm-up for a vertical jump protocol would include a basic dynamic warm-up followed by movements that mimic the vertical jump (188). Since this type of warm-up is used in the field, it would be important to use this in a validity and reliability study. In addition, keeping the warm-up constant would be vital to eliminate changes in interday reliability.

2.3.6. The arm-swing effect

Countermovement jumps can be performed with arm swing, hands on hips, or with hands resting on a weightless bar across the back. Jumps that include an arm swing have been shown to contribute to 8–14% of the jumping height and thus give a more positive effect on the outcome (55, 88, 94). Lees et al. (88) performed a study with college-age (age = 19.9 ± 3.9 years) males (n = 20). The subjects performed 3 countermovement jumps with and without arm-swing on a force platform. They also attached 3D markers and took electromyographical recordings. The results show that countermovement jump was increased with arm-swing and was due to increased height (28%) and velocity (72%) of the COM at take-off.

The increased height at take-off was due to the elevation of the arm segments and the increased velocity of take-off stemmed from a complex series of events which allowed the arms to build up energy from the shoulder, elbow and hip joints early in the jump and transfer it to the
rest of the body during the later stages of the jump. This energy was used to increase several mechanisms. First, the energy increased the kinetic and potential energy of the arms at take-off. Second, the energy was stored and released from the muscles and tendons around the ankle, knee and hip joint. Lastly, the energy was used to pull on the body through upward force acting on the trunk at the shoulder. Since there is a large difference in how much arm swing plays a role in jump height, it could potentially be problematic for a validity and reliability study attempting to remove all extraneous variables. Therefore, the hands on hip or hands on a weightless bar method may be beneficial for a study including training status as a variable since the trained population would have a higher level of upper body strength.
2.4. **Methods and Tools Measuring Human Force-time Curve Variables**

When examining the scientific literature, numerous methods have been performed for quantifying jump height and force-time curve variables during the vertical jump (73, 112, 158). There are six common electronic methods used to measure jump height: single or multiple linear position transducers (154), force platforms (31, 41, 123), combinations of linear position transducers and a force platform (31), accelerometers (123), switch mats (31, 41, 67), and optoelectronical systems (30, 120).

**2.4.1. Kinematic Methods**

One common method used in the calculation of force-time curve variables is the use of single (13, 14, 30, 31, 44, 49, 171) or multiple linear position transducers (92). The use of the linear position transducer method alone appears to over-estimate power output as a result of an increasing force output because the acceleration component of the force equation is not directly measured but rather dividing the directly measured velocity by time. Thus, suggesting that it is not the best method for accurately assessing vertical jump performance when used as the sole quantification method. Nonetheless, linear position transducers are more cost effective than force platforms. Generally, linear position transducers cost around $1,000 or less, while the cost of a force platform is usually at least $20,000 (91).

Either one or two linear position transducers can be used to measure jump height. If one linear position transducer is used, kinetic and kinematic variables are calculated from displacement data through double differentiation processes. Bar displacements are measured using one linear position transducer mounted directly above the subject. The linear position transducer produces a voltage signal that must then be collected using some form of analog-to-digital conversion and is representative of the degree at which the linear position transducer is extended allowing for displacement–time data to be calculated (90). If a bar is placed on the
subject’s back, it is assumed that the body and the bar move together as a unit; thus, it is assumed that the bar velocity calculated is equivalent to the body velocity.

Instantaneous vertical velocity is calculated from displacement and time data at each sample using the process of double differentiation, which yields the following equation (95):

\[
\text{where } v = \text{instantaneous vertical velocity}, \quad x = \text{change in displacement, and } \quad t = \text{change in time}
\]

Acceleration is then calculated using a second-order derivative of the displacement data to yield the following equation (31):

\[
\text{where } a = \text{acceleration}, \quad x = \text{change in displacement, and } t = \text{change in time}.
\]

With this method, double differentiation of displacement data is used to calculate acceleration by tracking the rate of change of velocity between two consecutive points (31, 47), which is then coupled with the system mass to calculate a force output (31). Force (F) produced during the lift is determined by adding the acceleration of the system and acceleration resulting from gravity and then multiplying the total acceleration to the mass of the system to yield the following equation:

\[
F = (m_{\text{system}}) \cdot (a + a_g)
\]

where \( F = \) force output, \( a = \) acceleration, \( a_g = \) acceleration due to gravity
Following these calculations, power is determined by multiplying force and velocity at each time point (31).

\[ P = F \times v \]

where \( P \) = power, \( F \) = force, and \( v \) = velocity.

This force output is then multiplied by the velocity-time curve, which is also created from the displacement data. This yields a power-time curve for the movement being analyzed. An outline of the single linear position transducer method can be seen in Figure 2.1.

Utilizing two linear position transducers allows for both vertical and horizontal movements to be measured and can be used to determine the vertical displacement of the bar (185). The linear position transducers are mounted above the subject anteriorly and posteriorly forming a triangle when attached to the barbell (187). To analyze the data, the known displacements are combined with the displacement measurements from the two linear position transducers in the equation and vertical displacement can be calculated. The two linear position transducers and the bar form a triangle in which the dimensions of the triangle are known, permitting both vertical and horizontal movements to be included in the calculation of vertical velocity (31). The same procedures for calculating velocity, acceleration, force, and power using the 1-linear position transducer are used in the displacement data derived from 2-linear position transducers. A summary of the mathematical procedures of the 2-linear position transducer method can be seen in Figure 2.2.

Cormie et al. (47) compared the 1-linear position transducer and 2-linear position transducer methods against a force platform + 2-linear position transducer system in the jump squat. Since a 0% load jump squat is essentially the same as a countermovement jump, accurate comparisons can be made between the two. The power output produced by both the 1-linear position transducer method and the 2-linear position transducer method were not significantly
Figure 2.1: A mathematical outline of the LPT method

\[
\text{Vertical Velocity (V)} = \frac{\Delta \text{displacement}}{\Delta \text{time}}
\]

\[
\text{Acceleration (a)} = \frac{\Delta \text{velocity}}{\Delta \text{time}}
\]

\[
\text{Force (F)} = (\text{system mass})(a + a_g)
\]

\[
\text{Power} = F \cdot V
\]
Figure 2.2: A mathematical outline of the 2-LPT method

\[ \text{Vertical Velocity (V)} = \frac{\Delta \text{displacement}}{\Delta \text{time}} \]

\[ \text{Acceleration (a)} = \frac{\Delta \text{velocity}}{\Delta \text{time}} \]

\[ \text{Force (F)} = (\text{system mass})(a + a_g) \]

\[ \text{Power} = F \cdot V \]
different than the power output produced by the force platform + 2-linear position transducer system.

Cronin et al. (31) tested the validity and reliability of the linear position transducer as a method of measuring jump performance by comparing the mean force, peak force, and time-to-peak force measurements with data obtained simultaneously with a force platform in 25 college age males (23.4 ± 4.6). Mean force, peak force, and time-to-peak produced by the linear position transducer were tested against a force platform. The Pearson correlation coefficients across the 3 jumps for the mean force (r = 0.95–0.96), peak force (r = 0.86–0.93), and time-to-peak force (r = 0.92–1.0) were high, providing evidence that the linear position transducer and force platform measurements were similar.

Atkinson et al. (31) state that if a high (r > 0.80) and statistically significant correlation coefficient is obtained between the 2 devices, the equipment is deemed to be sufficiently valid. This was the case for the linear position transducer as a method to measure force variables in the countermovement jump. Additionally, the intraday reliability of the jumps measured by the linear position transducer gave an intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.92–0.98 for mean force, 0.98–0.98 for peak force, and 0.72–0.96 for time-to-peak force. Furthermore, the coefficients of variation were 2.1–4.5% for mean force, 2.5–8.4% for peak force, and 4.1–11.8% for time-to-peak force. Thus, the calculations derived from the linear position transducer were very similar to those of the force platform, which provides evidence of the validity of this method for measuring force. Moreover, the data from the linear position transducer were also shown to be reliable as shown by the high ICCs, low CVs, absence of any statistical difference among trials, and similar values noted with the force platform. Therefore, based on these results, the authors suggest that the linear position transducer is a cost-effective, versatile, valid, and reliable means
for the measurement of force.

2.4.2. Kinetic Methods

A second method for determining power output is based upon vertical ground reaction forces, which can be measured on a force platform. Dynamic movements such as the vertical jump are typically monitored with this device (31, 39, 67, 123, 124, 151). The force platform is then used to generate a force-time curve (41). Generally, a force platform is composed of two square or rectangular rigid structures, which are positioned parallel to the ground one above the other (57). The inferior structure is steady on the ground, while the superior structure is a lightly mobile platform where the subject stands (86). The two structures are linked by four force recorders positioned at each corner of the force platform (151). These force recorders are piezoelectric or strain gauge transducers, which transform the mechanical action of the subject on the platform into an electric signal (67).

This method of analyzing power is based upon impulse, and can be measured because the initial vertical velocity of the system is always zero (30), which is shown in the following equation (30):

\[ F \times \Delta t = SM \times a \times \Delta t = SM \times a_i \]

where \( F \) = vertical ground reaction forces, \( SM \) = mass of the system, \( i \) = time point, and \( a \) = acceleration.

Acceleration due to gravity is then subtracted from the calculated acceleration data to ensure that only the acceleration produced by the subject is used to determine velocity (30). Instantaneous vertical velocity of the system’s COM is determined by the product of acceleration and time data at each data point and is shown in the following equation (30):
where $\Delta a = a_{(i-1)} - a_{(i)}$ and $\Delta t = t_{(i-1)} - t_{(i)}$

where $\Delta t = \text{change in time}$ and $\Delta a = \text{change in acceleration}$

The derived velocity data is then combined with the original force values in order to calculate the power output of each jump (31).

$$P = F \cdot v$$

where $p = \text{power}$, $F = \text{Force}$, and $v = \text{velocity}$

Force platforms can also be used to calculate jump height from creating a force-time curve and analyzing the flight time. Flight time is equal to the time when takeoff occurs until the time when landing occurs. However, this can result in an overestimation of jump height due to incorrect landing techniques (31). The incorrect landing technique is due to the ankle and knee joints being fully extended at takeoff, however they are slightly flexed at landing, which causes the subject’s COM to be lower (31). A summary of the mathematical methods of the force platform can be seen in Figure 2.3.

Force platforms commonly sample at 1000 Hz (30, 31, 100). Recently, Hori et al. (30) examined the reliability and validity of commonly used performance measurements derived from ground reaction force (GRF)-time data during countermovement jumps and the influence of sampling at different frequencies. Twenty-four college age (25.0±4.4 years) males performed two countermovement jumps on a force platform. The sampling frequency was set at 500 Hz as a reference and the data were then re-sampled at 400, 250, 200, 100, 50 and 25 Hz by interpolating between points to assemble a series of data sets corresponding to these frequencies. They found that peak power, force, and velocity measurements derived from GRF were highly reliable ($ICC = 0.92 - 0.98, CV = 1.3 - 4.1$) across the entire range of frequencies; however, peak rate of force development and time to peak power did not meet minimum acceptable ICC at several sampling frequencies. They observed a breakpoint in accuracy at less than 200 Hz where
Figure 2.3: A mathematical outline of the force platform method
percentage differences increased in most of the measurements. At 200 Hz, ranges in percentage differences were less than ±2% in all measurements.

Hori et al. (62) also stated that when force is applied toward the force platform, it is apparent that the GRF can vary over time. The subject will continue to apply force throughout their time in contact with the force platform; however, GRF is recorded only at the time points determined by sampling frequency (i.e. every 0.002 s if sampling frequency is 500 Hz) (10). Thus, a continuously varying phenomenon is being measured at discrete time points with the assumption that change between successive samples is linear (99). If changes in force are too rapid to record at the given sampling frequency, the changes in force occurring between two consecutive samples will not be accurately represented (81). Thus, the rapid change in force could be missed when GRF was sampled at lower frequencies (i.e. longer duration between two time points sampled), such as 25 or 50 Hz (81).

There is another potential problem with using a force platform as a methodology for estimating power output in the countermovement jump. The technique relies on inverse dynamics to calculate velocity from GRF, which requires extensive data manipulation (81). Similar to kinematic methods reliant on double differentiation, noise amplification and the subsequent risk of erroneous data restricts the force platform’s ability to accurately assess power output (81). Cormie et al. (81) provide data to support this mentality. As previously stated, they tested 10 Division I male athletes and found the force platform only method to underestimate peak power by ~1000W, which was significantly different from the force platform + 2-linear position transducer method (81).
Hori et al. (31) measured peak rate of force development and time to peak force to examine whether there was any influence of reducing sampling frequencies on shape of the force-time curve. The reliability of peak rate of force development did not meet the minimum acceptable ICC even obtained from 500 Hz. The rapid force development in countermovement jump is produced during the eccentric phase, and a good jumper can keep exerting high force rapidly (187). Therefore, peak rate of force development may appear during the eccentric phase for some athletes, and during the concentric phase for others, depending on each subject’s jump technique (e.g. how rapidly and how deep he/she squats during the eccentric phase, how much force he/she generates during concentric phase). This inconsistency in the protocol may be responsible for the low reliability and high standard deviation of peak rate of force development. Normally, peak rate of force development is determined during a static jump, which is a concentric only vertical jump and could minimize these reliability issues. Additionally, sampling at 1000 Hz could allow for better tracking of rate of force development due to the increased number of samples.
2.4.3. **Kinematic + Kinetic Methods**

A third method currently used to assess power output is by way of a force platform synchronized with two linear position transducers. If one linear position transducer is used with a force platform, a combination of displacement data and vertical ground reaction forces is used for calculation of power. Displacement data are collected via a single linear position transducer while a force platform measures the vertical force output of the system. The velocity of the system is determined using a first-order derivative of the displacement data. Power is calculated from the product of the velocity and force data. In this instance, force data obtained from the force platform is multiplied by the velocity data obtained from the linear position transducer (31). A mathematical outline of the linear position transducer + force platform method can be seen in Figure 2.4.

If two linear position transducers are used in conjunction with the force platform (Figure 2.5), signals from each linear position transducer are combined to determine vertical displacement, which is subsequently used in combination with time to calculate velocity. Power is then calculated by coupling this velocity with force data collected through the use of a force platform. The benefit of using two linear position transducers is that they account for horizontal movement, which may affect the vertical displacement measured during dynamic multidimensional movements. The two linear position transducers and the bar form a triangle in which the dimensions of the triangle are known, permitting both vertical and horizontal movements to be included in the calculation of vertical velocity. The system is advantageous to the single linear position transducer technique because it tracks displacement in the vertical and the horizontal planes, allowing for a more accurate calculation of power (31). Velocity is then calculated by combining signals from each linear position transducer to determine vertical displacement with time (81). Power is then calculated by coupling this velocity with force data.
Figure 2.4: A mathematical outline of the force platform + single LPT method

\[
\text{Power} = F \cdot V
\]
Figure 2.5: A mathematical outline of the force platform + 2-LPT method

\[
\text{Power} = F \cdot V_v
\]

\[
\text{Vertical Velocity} (V_v) = \frac{\Delta v}{\Delta \text{time}}
\]

\[
\text{Coordinates of Vertical} (d_v) \text{ and Horizontal Displacement} (d_h)
\]
collected through the use of a force platform (143).

This type of methodology has been used in vertical jump testing (194). Additionally, this methodology has been used to test the jump squat, squat, and hang clean. Cormie et al. (31) hypothesized that the use of two linear position transducers and a force platform represent a more accurate measure of displacement, velocity, and power in multidimensional movements. The reliability of this method in the jump squat at 0% of 1-RM with ten division I male athletes has been reported to be highly reliable (ICC = 0.95). Therefore, this method may be the best comparison point when attempting to determine the validity of accelerometer based testing devices.

2.4.4. Contact Time Methods

2.4.4.1. Switch Mats

Switch mats are often considered by strength & conditioning coaches because flight-time-based measurements have been reported to have a small error of measurement when compared with video analysis (31). In addition, they are relatively inexpensive as the cost of switch-mat measurement systems (without the laptop) are typically less than $500.00 (31). Switch mat systems use a basic kinematic equation to calculate jump height from flight time (31). The microswitches embedded in the mat (0.6858 by 0.6858 m) time the interval between subject takeoff from the mat and their landing (120). The switch mat contains bars placed longitudinally above one another. These bars form an electric circuit that is closed when a load on the mat causes the bars to press together. The circuit opens as soon as the subject leaves the mat. A digital timer connected to the mat starts recording when the electric circuit opens and stops when it closes (106). Similar to the force platform, the sampling frequency of the digital timer is usually around 1000 Hz (7, 29, 87). A mathematical outline of the switch mat system can be seen in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: A mathematical outline of an optoelectronical/switch mat-based method

- Switch Mat/Optoelectronical System
- Contact Timer/Infrared Signal
- Contact Time (t)
- Body Displacement = \( \frac{t^2 \cdot g}{8} \)
Switch mats are most often interfaced with a laptop computer that records flight time and determines the height of the jump (30). Switch mats can calculate maximal height (in), flight time (milliseconds), and maximum power ($P_{\text{max}}$) estimation (30). They use the following formula (120):

$$
\text{where } g = 9.81 \text{ m x s}^{-2} \text{ and } t = \text{flight time}
$$

Isaacs et al. (44) and Leard et al. (29) provide data supporting the higher accuracy of timing systems versus jump and reach devices such as the Vertec. Additionally, Moir et al. (100, 110) found that intersession systematic bias was not present when using the highest jump recorded from a contact mat during each testing session in physically active men and women. Furthermore, the validity of switch mats was examined by Garcia-Lopez et al. (87). There was a 6.9±3.7 ms difference in contact times between a switch mat and a force platform sampling at 500 Hz. Also, a 9.2±1.3 ms difference in flight times comparing the two systems was determined. The authors state that differences in the switch mat and force platform can be attributed to body mass differences and differences in flight time. The correlation of flight time between the switch mat and force platform was $r = 0.97$, $p < 0.001$ and the correlation of contact times between the two was $r = 0.99$, $p < 0.001$. The authors suggest the switch mat system overestimates flight time and underestimates contact time. In turn, when calculating power output from prediction equations, this overestimation could further lead to a distortion of power output.
2.4.4.2. **Optoelectronical Systems**

Optoelectronical systems are a way of assessing power output by infrared technology. These systems use infrared signals that are triggered by the feet of the subject at the instant of take-off and on landing to measure the jump height on the basis of flight time (111, 131). Similar to the force platform, optoelectronical systems record data with a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz. This method consists of two connected bars (100 x 4 x 3 cm), which send each other photoelectric signals. One bar is involved in the sending and reception of signals, while the other in their transmission. The two bars are placed parallel on the ground at a distance of 1 meter to each other and are connected to a computer with specific analysis software that can display the data immediately (130). When a body stands between the two bars, all the infrared signals cannot be transmitted and received. Similar to switch mats, a digital timer is connected to the cells and recording starts when the last part of the subject’s body leaves the ground, and consequently all the infrared signals can be transmitted and received by the two bars (62). Optoelectronical systems record flight time and calculate jump performance with the flight time method (49).

The validity and reliability of optoelectronical systems were examined by Glatthorn et al. (171) and showed optoelectronical systems to be valid and reliable when compared to a force platform. However, they systematically underestimated the body displacement by 1.5 cms. This is due to the fact that the photocells are elevated from the ground, which causes the recorded flight time to be reduced.

2.4.5. **Acceleration-based Methods**

A fourth method for assessing power output in jumping activities is the use of accelerometers (30). Accelerometers measure acceleration using a transducer that outputs a voltage proportional to the gravitational acceleration \(a_g\) plus any linear acceleration the body is
experiencing (30). This signal is recorded by an analog-to-digital system and computer software (30). Most accelerometers contain a three-axis accelerometer, which means they are capable of detecting either movement or the pull of gravity in three-dimensional space (64).

Very little data exist in the scientific literature on the reliability and validity of accelerometers as measurement tools in jumping activities. In the scientific literature, the accelerometer has been shown to be very comparable to the linear position transducer methods (95). An example of a force-time curve graph derived from acceleration data is shown in Figure 7 and a mathematical outline of the acceleration-based method is shown in Figure 8.

When calculating force-time curve variables from acceleration data, force is the first variable to be calculated. Force can be calculated simply by multiplying the acceleration at any given time point by the mass of the body (47):

\[ F(i) = m\cdot a(i) - m\cdot a_g \]

where \( F = \) force, \( m = \) mass of system, \( i = \) time point, \( a = \) acceleration, and \( a_g = \) acceleration due to gravity

Velocity data are derived by single integration of the acceleration data with respect to time (47):

\[ v(i) = \]

where \( v = \) velocity and \( t = 1/\text{sampling frequency} \)

Power can then be calculated based on the force and velocity calculated from the previous two equations (119):

\[ P(i) = F(i) \cdot v(i) \]

where \( P = \) power, \( F = \) force, \( v = \) velocity, \( t = 1/\text{sampling frequency} \), and \( i = \) time point
Figure 2.7: Force-time Curve Variables Derived from Acceleration Data
Figure 2.8: A mathematical outline of the acceleration-based method
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- Body Displacement $= (t^2 \cdot g)/(8)$
Previously, accelerometers used the vertical takeoff velocity method to measure the jump height. Recently, the maximal positive vertical velocity $v_{\text{max}}$ replaced the vertical takeoff velocity (95):

$$y_p = \text{the position of the subject’s COM at the peak of the jump}, \quad v_{\text{max}} = \text{maximal positive vertical velocity, and } g = \text{vertical acceleration due to gravity}$$

The new method involves the use of the flight time method (47):

$$y =$$

where $FT = \text{flight time} = \text{the time interval between the maximal positive and maximal negative velocity of the body during the vertical jump and } g = \text{vertical acceleration due to gravity}.$

This equation is derived from the following equation:

$$v_L = v_{\text{TO}} - gt$$

where $v_L = \text{vertical velocity at landing position}, \quad v_{\text{TO}} = \text{vertical velocity at take off}, \quad g = \text{vertical acceleration due to gravity, and } t = \text{time between landing and takeoff}$

Since one can assume the subject’s landing COM to be equal to its takeoff COM, the equation can be reduced:

$$v_L = -v_{\text{TO}}$$

The time between takeoff and landing position is included as the flight time (FT):

$$v_L = v_{\text{TO}} - gFT$$

Substituting $-v_{\text{TO}}$ for $v_L$ yields the following equation:

$$-2v_{\text{TO}} = -gFT$$

and can be reduced to the following equation:

$$-2v_{\text{TO}} = -gFT$$

Then this equation can be substituted into the equation for vertical velocity:
There are a few potential problems with the accelerometer method. First, the use of accelerometry has the disadvantage that the signal must be integrated to derive velocity data, and this can be error prone (47). In addition, the axis of the accelerometer must remain aligned with the plane of movement, or the acceleration will not be accurately measured (47). Lastly, because of their construction, the appropriate accelerometers are somewhat delicate and could possibly be damaged by any shock that would occur if they were dropped or impacted (30).

To the author’s knowledge, there have only been two studies performed examining validity and reliability of the accelerometer to date (30, 47). The first study tested vertical acceleration on the bench press. The accelerometer exhibited valid and reliable data until 70% 1-RM. Above 70% 1-RM, the movement became slower, which caused the accelerometer’s data to lose validity and reliability. The second study tested the accelerometer’s validity and reliability during vertical jump. The results of this study suggest that accelerometers do not accurately measure the absolute value of the acceleration and consequently the velocity. Thus, this methodology based on flight time provides valid and reliable data. While this study proved validity and reliability by way of flight time, a more accurate way to test flight time is by way of a force platform.

The available data suggest that accelerometers produce reliable velocity and power data in both the back squat and bench press (47). Recently, our laboratory produced pilot data for accelerometers that sample at 200 Hz. The accelerometers were shown to be reliable in the following parameters: vertical jump displacement [CV%=3.1 (Confidence Interval = 2.4-4.7; ICC = 0.98 (Confidence Interval = 0.95-0.99)], velocity [CV%=5.7 (Confidence Interval = 4.5-
9.0); ICC=0.80 (Confidence = 0.57-0.92)], and force output [CV%=2.9 (Confidence Interval = 2.2-4.4); ICC=0.98 (Confidence =0.96-0.99)]. However, the power outputs determined by this technology demonstrates a very poor reliability [CV%=21.3 (Confidence Interval = 18-38.7); ICC=0.49 (Confidence Interval = 0.14-0.75). Additionally, when the accelerometer data (200 Hz) were compared to force platform data, which samples at 1000 Hz, velocity, displacement, and power were all significantly different. One potential reason for this lack of validity may be related to the fact that the force platform sampled at 1000 Hz and the accelerometer used in the pilot work sampled at 200 Hz. Based upon the fact that Hori et al. (47) displayed a large drop off in percentage difference of the force platform once the sampling frequency dropped below 200 Hz, further research is warranted on the effect of lowering sampling frequency in accelerometers in order to determine the cutoff sampling frequency required to maintain reliability.
2.4.6. **Summary of Methods and Tools Measuring Human Force-time Curve Variables**

Switch mat and accelerometer systems that use flight time to assess jump height are beneficial because the test is simple and quick to perform, very portable, and cost effective. The optoelectronical method is also simple and quick to perform, but is slightly less portable and cost effective. These systems, in addition to the force platform only system, are useful because arm swing is not required, so the test can focus on lower body power. Additionally, they are not reliant on the subject timing their jump to touch something at the peak of their jump as in a jump and reach method such as a Vertec. However, the subject must land on the mat with their legs almost fully extended to produce a valid result. If the legs are bent when landing, an overestimation of jump height will result. All of the aforementioned methods may be slightly lower than methods with something to reach for at the top for motivation.

Each of these techniques are based on valid but different mathematical premise; however, in each case described in this thesis, the data are manipulated, differentiated, or integrated, which amplifies any noise in the raw signal (30). The increased data manipulation leads to a greater risk of accumulating error in the results and reduces the validity and reliability of the calculated power output (95). However, this is to a much lesser degree in the force platform + linear position transducer method because it can measure force and displacement directly where the other methods must differentiate or integrate one of these variables (95). In addition to the disadvantage of excessive data manipulation, the kinetic-only technique requires at least 1 point within the data where velocity is zero (81). This is necessary to use the impulse-momentum approach, which is very sensitive to this condition (47). Therefore, as previously stated, the force platform + linear position transducer is considered the gold standard for estimating force-time curve variables in the countermovement jump. Thus, when determining the validity of accelerometers, it would be warranted to compare the results to the force platform + linear
position transducer device.

2.5. Validity & Reliability

2.5.1. Validity

Validity is defined as the extent to which a method test measures what it is supposed to measure. Globally, there are three type of validity: internal, external, and prediction validity (47). Internal validity refers to how well the tool measures the variable in question (47). External validity concerns the ability of the tool to predict changes in a population other than the one being studied (47). Prediction validity refers to the ability to predict one variable from another (47). Sensitivity is also a part of validity. Sensitivity of measurement is the degree that small differences can be detected. More sensitive instruments allow greater precision of measurement and so enhance validity (168). There are several different types of validity used in exercise physiology research that can be classified as either logical or statistical validity (168).

Logical validity is a relatively weak type of validity that doesn’t use statistics or numerical values to express the degree of accuracy of a test or instrument. Logical validity is further divided into face and content validity. Face validity, the weakest type of validity, simply says that the device is measuring what it’s supposed to be measuring by way of look. For example, the vertical jump test being used to measure jump height would have high face validity. The other type of logical validity, content validity, is the extent to which the items or questions accurately measure the desired information, such as on a questionnaire (168).

Conversely, statistical validity is considered to be stronger than logical validity because it has a numerical value, which can be compared to a standard value. Statistical validity can then be broken down into criterion-based validity, concurrent validity, and predictive validity. Criterion-based validity is the degree to which scores on a test are related to some recognized standard or criterion (168). Concurrent validity includes two measures of the same variable
obtained within a close period. A criterion test is applied in addition to a test or instrument to be validated. From these two tests, accuracy can be determined by the degree of statistical relationship between the two measures. Another type of statistical validity, predictive validity, uses a test or instrument to predict the occurrence of some future event (19). Lastly, construct validity is used when the variable of interest, the construct variable, has no definitive criterion, is difficult to measure, or cannot be directly observed. This reflects the ability of a method to measure an abstract concept (19). Furthermore, reliability constitutes an integral part of validity. A test cannot be considered valid if it is not reliable (19).

2.5.2. Reliability

Reliability can be defined as the consistency or repeatability of test scores or data (173). It means that repeated measurements of the same variable under the same conditions should give similar scores. Reliability gives an index for the amount of measurement error. Whether a method can be considered as reliable or not depends on the acceptability of the measurement error for practical use (19). Unlike validity, a method can be reliable without being valid. This is the reason why the reliability of a method should be tested before its validity in a validation study (173). Test-retest reliability has to do with the degree to which an instrument can produce the same measurements at different times under the same conditions (173). To provide an accurate assessment of reliability, the effects of learning should be removed to minimize systematic error (9, 19). Familiarization sessions should be performed to ensure performance changes are not the result of learning effects (9).

There are four different measurement error sources: the participant, the testing, the scoring and the instrumentation (168). The errors that are caused by the participants are due to fluctuation in mood and motivation, to fatigue and to familiarization with the test protocol between the repeated tests. The errors that are due to testing are caused by differences in the
management of the protocol and/or in the instruction of the participants between the tests; thus, strengthening the need for standardization of the methods. Scoring measurement errors are produced by incompetence or inexperience of the tester during the evaluation of the measurements.

There are then measurement errors due to the instrumentation or instrumentation measurement methodology. Methods of establishing reliability include intraclass correlation (ICC) and the coefficient of variance (CV) (79). For researchers interested in retest correlation as a measure of reliability, the ICC derived from a mixed model is unbiased for any sample size (80). The ICC is typically a ratio of the variance of interest over the sum of the variance of interest plus error (130). According to Hopkins (173), use of the intraclass correlation is also the only sensible approach to computing an average correlation between more than two trials. In addition, the CV is a normalized measure of dispersion or a probability distribution. The CV is expressed in the following equation (168):

$$\text{CV} = \frac{s}{\bar{x}}$$

where $s$ = standard deviation and $\bar{x}$ = mean

2.5.3. Sensitivity

Sensitivity of measurement is the degree that small differences can be detected. More sensitive instruments allow greater precision of measurement and so enhance validity (168). More sensitivity is usually better when dealing with accelerometers. For example, for a given change in acceleration, there will be a larger change in signal and since larger signal changes are easier to measure, you will get more accurate readings. Accelerometers have been shown to have a sensitivity of 99% (168). However, this measure may be affected by sampling rate as the change in acceleration may be more difficult to read as fewer samples per second are collected.
2.6. **Summary and Implications of Literature Review**

The assessment and development of athletes’ capability of power output is an important research topic among sports scientists and practitioners (19, 51, 168). The power output during the vertical jump is often considered to represent athletic potential because it indicates underlying leg extensor qualities due to the specificity of muscle groups involved, types of muscle actions, range of motion, and pattern of movements (19, 81). Although Hori (136) examined the reliability and validity of mechanical quantities (i.e. power, velocity and force over time) during the vertical jump movement on a force platform, these variables need to be thoroughly examined with accelerometer technology. Furthermore, the influence of the frequencies at which data are sampled has not been examined outside of Hori’s work; thus, further research is warranted in this area.

While the importance of power output is widely accepted, not all strength & conditioning coaches have access to expensive, immovable equipment such as a force platform or linear position transducer (135). Thus, it is paramount to examine the validity and reliability of measurements that can be easily administered in the strength & conditioning facility (81). The two “field test” methods mentioned in this thesis are the switch mat and accelerometer. The switch mat has been shown to be valid and reliable against a force platform; however, the accelerometer provides additional data about force-time curve variables that the switch mat cannot give. The vertical jump test is an excellent indicator of power output (81, 137) and thus playing ability (81). Therefore, accelerometers can give strength & conditioning coaches very useful information for monitoring training progression and indicating potential sports performance if proven valid and reliable.
To prove these systems valid and reliable, the study’s protocol must be standardized in the amount of familiarization time, warm-up, time-of-day, arm swing, self-talk, and rest interval. A familiarization session should be included to prevent a learning curve for novice, untrained subjects and to become familiarized with the laboratory setting and electronic devices used in the study. The warm-up should be dynamic in nature and include activities that emulate the vertical jump. Additionally, for multiple vertical jumps, the rest interval between warm-up and test sets should be close to three minutes. Furthermore, the subjects must come at the same time-of-day each session to prevent diurnal effects. Arm-swing should be eliminated to examine strictly the lower body power and eliminate differences in subjects with a higher level of upper body strength. The self-talk should be instructional in nature and allow the athlete to reach their highest capable vertical jump, such as one they would produce in strength & conditioning settings.
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ABSTRACT

**Purpose:** The objectives of this study were to determine the validity and reliability of an accelerometer as a device for estimating performance characteristics and to examine the effect of reducing sampling frequency. **Methods:** Sixty college aged men and women (age=23.6±3.1 y; height=180.1±6.3 cm; weight=85.0±15.2 kg; body fat=14.2±6.5%) performed 10 restricted countermovement vertical jumps with no external load each for a total of 600 jumps. Peak force, rate of force development (RFD), peak power output, peak velocity, flight time and peak vertical displacement were assessed with the use of a tri-axial accelerometer and compared to a force platform + linear position transducer system. The data from the accelerometer were then resampled to determine the optimum sampling frequency. Reliability was assessed by intraclass correlation (ICC) and coefficient of variance (CV). Validity was evaluated by a linear regression analyses to determine a calibration equation, the standard error of the estimate (SEE) and a validity correlation coefficient. **Results:** The accelerometer was found to be reliable for peak force, peak power, peak velocity and peak displacement for each sampling frequency and had the highest validity at 250 Hz. Regardless of the sampling frequency, the accelerometer significantly overestimated peak force, peak RFD, flight time and displacement while it underestimated peak velocity and peak power. **Conclusions:** The accelerometer lacks the precision of a force platform + linear position transducer system; however, it can be considered a valid and reliable device for measuring peak power, peak force and flight time at frequencies as low as 50 Hz.
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INTRODUCTION

Paragraph 1. The vertical jump test is an easily measured activity that has been observed to have mechanical similarities to weightlifting movements (4, 8, 12) as well as other athletic activities (2, 28, 33). For example, the vertical jump has been positively correlated to the clean and jerk (5) and other markers of performance, such as sprinting (8), agility (2), maximal running velocity (28), and maximal strength (33). One of the benefits of the vertical jump test is it can be carried out quickly and with relatively little interference with training (5). The results of such field tests can provide the coach with valuable information about the potential of the athlete, monitor fluctuations in fatigue and preparedness that occur during a periodized training program, and help provide information about the athlete that can be used to guide the training program (5, 35).

Paragraph 2. There are various ways to estimate vertical jump height including single or multiple linear position transducers (7), force platforms (9, 14, 27), combinations of linear position transducers and a force platform (7), accelerometers (6), jump-and-reach methods (20), switch mats (26), and optoelectronical systems (11, 31). Although these devices have been shown to be valid and reliable, some are not precise and each has limitations that affect their usefulness. For example, the switch mat, optoelectronical system, and the jump and reach method fail to give information about performance characteristics including force, power, and velocity. In order to quantify these values, an accelerometer, force platform, linear position transducer system or some combination of these methods must be utilized (19). While the force platform and linear position transducer systems give insight into force-time characteristics, they are expensive, hard to transport, and often require a degree of technical skill that most coaches do not posses (25).
Paragraph 3. Recently, the use of accelerometers to test vertical jump height has become increasingly popular (29). Most accelerometers contain a tri-axial accelerometer that measures acceleration of the load (i.e. body mass) using a transducer that outputs a voltage proportional to the gravitational acceleration ($a_g$) plus any linear acceleration the body is experiencing in three dimensional space (10). This signal is recorded by an analog-to-digital system and computer software (10), from which performance variables can be calculated. Accelerometers offer several advantages over the force platform and linear position transducer system including increased portability and automated analysis procedures. However, the information given from the accelerometer must be valid and reliable to effectively aid the coach in improving athletic performance (5, 35).

Paragraph 4. When testing performance variables with these types of devices, sampling frequency is a critical variable to consider because reducing it can have an impact on the sensitivity and accuracy of the data in high speed movements (19). Generally, expensive hardware, such the force platform or linear position transducer, is required to generate high frequencies and, as a result, generate larger data files and thus need disk storage space (19). Conversely, a device such as an accelerometer with high portability usually possesses a lower sampling frequency (19). This lower sampling frequency allows for more files to be stored on each unit and enables quicker upload times. However, lowering the sampling frequency can also affect the validity and reliability of the device (19). Thus, it is important for the sport scientists and strength and conditioning coaches to consider what would be the minimum required sampling frequency of an accelerometer to accurately measure performance variables during the vertical jump.
Paragraph 5. Sato et al. (30) observed that accelerometers are highly correlated with acceleration derived from video analysis in a high pull; however, there have been no published studies to the author’s knowledge on the validity and reliability of a tri-axial accelerometer for measuring vertical jump performance variables. Currently, a force platform + linear position transducer system is considered to be an effective method for measuring performance variables, such as those seen in the vertical jump test because the force platform directly measures force and the linear position transducers directly measure displacement and velocity (7). However, there is a paucity of research comparing the accelerometer and force platform + linear position transducer methodologies. This lack of scientific support limits the usefulness of accelerometers to sport scientists and practitioners who often need to provide scientific evidence for the instruments they use. Hence, the central purposes of this original investigation are to examine if an accelerometer is a valid and reliable tool for estimating performance characteristics during a countermovement vertical jump test and if so, establish the optimal sampling frequency required for an accelerometer to produce valid, reliable and accurate data.

METHODS

Paragraph 6. **Experimental Design.** This original investigation used a within-participant repeated-measures design. Testing sessions involved one familiarization session and one testing session each separated by seven days. The countermovement jump performance data obtained with an accelerometer was tested against kinetic and kinematic data obtained from a force platform + linear position transducer system as described previously (7).

Paragraph 7. **Subjects.** 30 men (age = 22.1 ± 2.3 years, height = 1.80 ± 0.07 m, mass = 83.3 ± 13.5 kg, body fat = 15.1 ± 5.3 %) and 30 women (age = 20.3 ± 1.4 years, height = 1.70 ± 0.10 m, mass = 64.8 ± 9.5 kg, body fat = 21.7 ± 7.1 %) for a total of 60 subjects (age = 21.2 ±
2.1 years, height = 1.75 ± 0.10 m, mass = 70.0 ± 14.9 kg, body fat = 18.4 ± 7.0 %) with a wide variety of training backgrounds were recruited for participation in this original investigation. Hopkins et al. (16) found that a reasonable precision for estimates of reliability requires approximately 50 study participants and at least 3 trials. Additionally, the subject pool included trained and untrained men and women to determine if the accelerometer is valid and reliable in the whole spectrum of jumping abilities.

**Paragraph 8.** Subjects were asked to refrain from exercise for 48 hours before each testing session. Additionally, subjects reported to the West Virginia University Instructional Laboratory where they voluntarily read and signed a written informed consent form, a training history questionnaire, and completed a health history questionnaire in accordance with the American College of Sports Medicine Guidelines (32) and the guidelines set by the West Virginia University Institutional Review Board (H-21109) before participating in the study. All tests were performed at the same time of day in order to minimize any diurnal performance effects.

**Paragraph 9. Biometric Data.** The preliminary testing session was used to determine the subject’s height, body mass, and body composition. This information was used to give a descriptive analysis about the subjects’ body characteristics. Body mass was measured using a calibrated electronic scale (BOD POD, Concord, CA, USA) to within 0.01 kg. Height was measured to the nearest 0.1 cm using a stadiometer. Body composition was then assessed with the use of the Bod Pod (BOD POD, Concord, CA, USA). The body density determined by the Bod Pod was then placed into the Siri Equation to determine the subject percent body fat (32). The reliability of the Bod Pod system in our laboratory has consistently produced intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) values greater than 0.90.
Paragraph 10. **Warm-up Procedures.** The familiarization and testing sessions began with a 5-minute warm-up on a cycle ergometer (Cyclops, Saris, Inc, WI) performed at a cadence of 70 rpm with a resistance that yielded an intensity between 90-100 Watts. Following the cycling portion of the warm-up, each subject performed a standardized 5-minute dynamic warm-up that consisted of high-knees, lunges, power skips, side shuffles, inchworms and toe touches (21, 22, 29). The dynamic movement warm-up was carefully monitored during each session to ensure that the each session was performed in the exact same fashion. The exact same warm-up was performed before each testing session.

Paragraph 11. **Performance Testing.** After completing the preliminary testing and the dynamic warm-up, the subjects were familiarized with the jumping protocol and the use of an accelerometer. Subjects first performed five countermovement jump vertical jumps. Then, the subjects rested passively for three minutes after which they performed a second set of five countermovement jumps for a total of ten jumps.

Paragraph 12. **Data Acquisition and Analysis Procedures.** A tri-axial inertial accelerometer (54.2 x 102.5 x 10.7 mm) (Myotest Inc., Royal Oaks, MN) sampling at 500 Hz was used to determine force, power, velocity and jump height. The subjects performed the jumps while holding a PVC pipe (0 kg) on the base of their neck just below C7, which the accelerometer was attached to (7). All vertical jump testing was performed with the subjects standing on a force platform (Rice Lake Scales, Fairmont WV) with the left and right side of the PVC pipe each attached to two linear position transducers (Celesco PT5A-150; Chatsworth, CA). The data from the left side of the bar were used for analysis. Analog signals from the force place and four linear position transducers were collected for every trial at 1,000 Hz using a BNC-2010 interface box with an analog-to-digital card (National Instruments PCI-6014; Austin, TX).
LabVIEW (National Instruments, Version 8.6) was used for recording and analyzing the data. Signals from the force platform and linear position transducers were filtered using a fourth order, low pass Butterworth digital filter with a cut off frequency of 50 Hz and 10 Hz respectively. The force platform and linear position transducer voltage outputs were converted into vertical ground-reaction force and displacement, respectively, from laboratory calibrations. The rate of force development (RFD) was determined by calculating the rate of change of force from the trough of the eccentric muscle action to the peak of the concentric muscle action in the force time curve (24). The vertical velocity of the movement was determined using a first-order derivative of the displacement data. Power output was calculated as the product of the vertical velocity and vertical ground-reaction force data. This data collection and analysis procedure has been validated previously (7).

Paragraph 13. Additionally, the accelerometer data was imported and into LabVIEW (National Instruments, Version 8.6) and analyzed. Force was calculated by multiplying the acceleration at any given time point by the mass of the body. Velocity data were derived by single integration of the acceleration data with respect to time. Power output was then calculated as the product of force and velocity. Additionally, flight time was calculated by determining the time between the highest and lowest vertical velocity and then placed in an equation along with gravity to determine displacement (6).

Paragraph 14. Furthermore, the data was downsampled by removing an even number of samples along the curve (i.e. every other data point was removed to downsample from 500 to 250, every forth data point was removed to downsample from 500 to 125 and every tenth data point was removed to downsample from 500 to 50). This method allowed for the comparison of
sampling rates between the force platform + linear position transducer system frequency of 1000 Hz and the accelerometer frequencies of 500 Hz, 250 Hz, 125, and 50 Hz.

**Paragraph 15. Statistical Analyses.** Statistical analyses were carried out using SPSS 17.0 for Windows (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL). An alpha level of 0.05 was used to indicate statistical significance with all analyses. All values are reported as means ± standard deviations (SD). All analyses were performed on the total subject population as well as the population subdivided by gender.

**Paragraph 16.** To examine the reliability of the accelerometer and the force platform + linear position transducer system, several measurements were used: 1) coefficients of variance (CV) and 2) intra-class correlations (ICC) between the individual jump trials were calculated for the force platform + linear position transducer system and the accelerometer data. With both analyses, the 90% confidence intervals were calculated and reported. A minimum lower limit for the 90% confidence interval was set at ICC as being >0.70 in order to be considered reliable (3). As a general rule, the smaller the CV the more reliable the measure (17). However, for most biological research a CV < 15% is considered as having acceptable reproducibility (1). Therefore, the upper limit for reliability for the tests performed in this investigation is a CV of 15%.

**Paragraph 17.** A 1 x 5 repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine if significant differences existed between the force platform-linear position transducer system and the multiple sampling frequencies tested with the accelerometer system. When significant F values were determined, paired comparisons coupled with a Holm’s Bonferroni adjustment to control for type I errors were used to determine the significant differences (15).
Paragraph 18. In order to determine the validity of the accelerometer system, the methods of Hopkins et al. (18) in which linear regression analyses were used to determine a calibration equation, the standard error of the estimate (SEE), and a validity correlation coefficient. Simple linear regression analyses were performed because they provide superior statistics when performing validity studies (18). Specifically, the regression equation provides a trustworthy estimate of the bias of the test to the criterion measure, while the SEE and validity correlation help in the determination of the suitability of the measure for clinical assessments and a minimum limit of $r > 0.80$ was set for a correlation to be considered high. Additionally, the linear regression analysis does not express the artifactual bias for measure with substantially different errors that can be found with Bland-Altman plots and does not represent random error in measurements provided by the instrument. (18). Because of these issues, Bland-Altman plots were not performed in the analysis of the data collected in this study.

RESULTS

Paragraph 19. Reliability. The accelerometer produced similar indices of reliability to those seen with the force platform + linear position transducer system (Table 3.1). Specifically, the accelerometer was found to be reliable (lower limit of the 90% confidence interval = ICC > 0.70) for peak force, RFD, peak power, peak velocity and peak displacement for each sampling frequency tested when examining the total sample pool and male only group. The female group was similar for all variables excluding peak velocity, which did meet the lower limit of the 90% confidence interval for the ICC. Similarly, when looking at the total sample pool, the force platform + linear position transducer system was equally reliable based upon a minimum ICC cut-off (Table 3.1).

- Insert Table 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 -
Paragraph 20. Further evaluation of reliability, with the use of the CV, determined acceptable reliability (CV < 15.0%) with the accelerometer at all sampling rates when examining the peak force, peak velocity, peak power, flight time, and vertical displacement with the total subject pool (Table 3.1). The same variables met the 15% CV limit when examining the results based upon gender (Table 3.2 and 3.3). The only measure that did not meet the CV reliability cut-off was the RFD, which consistently produced a CV > 15% regardless of the accelerometer sampling frequency, gender tested or instrumentation used (accelerometer or force platform + linear position transducer) (Tables 3.2-3.3)

Paragraph 21. Validity. The linear regression analysis for the total subject pool revealed that all of the accelerometer sampling frequencies were significantly (p<0.001) correlated with force platform + linear position transducer system for the variables collected in this investigation (Table 3.4). In particular, the 250Hz sampling frequency exhibited very high significant correlations to the force platform + linear position transducer system for peak force, RFD, peak power, flight time and vertical displacement when examining the total subject pool and both the men’s and women’s data individually, but these were substantially weaker than those seen in the total sample pool (Table 3.4 and 3.5). Additionally, with each variable tested, the 250Hz sampling frequency commonly exhibited the lowest SEE values (Table 3.5).

Paragraph 22. Significant differences (p <0.001) in peak force, RFD, peak power, velocity, flight time and vertical displacement were observed when comparing the force platform + linear position transducer system in the total sample, men and women only groups across the various accelerometer sampling rates (Table 3.6). Follow-up paired comparisons indicated that regardless of the sampling frequency, the accelerometer significantly (p < 0.001) overestimated
peak force, RFD, flight time and vertical displacement when compared to the force platform + linear position transducer system. Additionally, follow-up tests revealed that regardless of sampling frequency or subject population, the peak velocity and peak power determined by the accelerometer were significantly (p<0.001) less than that determined by the force platform + linear position transducer system. A summary of the vertical jump parameters compared between the accelerometer and force platform + linear position transducer system are presented in Table 3.6.

- Insert Table 3.6 -

DISCUSSION

Paragraph 23. The principal finding in this original investigation was that a tri-axial accelerometer is valid and reliable against a force platform + linear position transducer system, with the most valid results surfacing when the accelerometer sampled at 250 Hz. Additionally, when looking at the groups by gender, the accelerometer was less reliable when used to assess jump performance in the women as compared to the men.

Paragraph 24. Reliability. Being one of the first studies to investigate the use of accelerometer systems to quantify vertical jump performance, the findings of the current study suggest the accelerometer is a reliable device at frequencies as low as 50 Hz for peak force, peak power, peak velocity, flight time and peak displacement when looking at the total subject pool. Similar results were seen for the males and females excluding the peak velocity, which did not make the reliability cut-off for females. This data is consistent with Hori et al. (19) who found peak power, peak force, and peak velocity to be reliable down to 25 Hz with a force platform. While the RFD made the ICC cut off at every sampling frequency, it did not achieve the CV cut-off at any of the sampling frequencies tested. This may have been due to how RFD was
calculated as the average RFD throughout the eccentric and concentric phases of the jump. It is unclear whether similar results would be observed if assessing peak RFD (i.e. the highest RFD during a 5-50 ms period). However, peak RFD is commonly assessed during a squat vertical jump instead of a countermovement vertical due to inconsistencies in where the peak RFD occurs (i.e. eccentric or concentric phase) (19).

**Paragraph 25. Validity.** Validity of a device is equally as important for it is essential to be able to compare the norms of athletes to athletes in similar situations. The linear regression analysis for the total subject pool revealed that all of the accelerometer sampling frequencies were significantly (p<0.001) correlated with force platform + linear position transducer system for the variables collected in this investigation. The correlations were not high at 500 Hz; however; reducing the sampling frequency revealed that peak force, peak power and flight time had statistically significant high (r = 0.80) correlations at 250 Hz, 125 Hz and 50 Hz, which are sufficient criteria to consider the variables valid. This is an important finding because peak power output during an athletic activity is commonly the most important variable associated with success (13, 23, 27, 35). Evidence supporting this finding can be seen in a study performed by Ruben et al. (29) in which increases in force, power and velocity were seen in hurdle hops after a potentiation protocol with an accelerometer sampling at 200 Hz. Furthermore, Hori et al. (19) found that a force platform sampling at 500 Hz had less than 2% difference and nearly perfect correlations until dropping below 200 Hz. Similar to the total sample pool, the men and women’s data exhibited the highest correlations between the accelerometer and force platform + linear position transducer system at 250Hz, but were substantially weaker than those seen in the total sample pool.
Paragraph 26. When collecting acceleration data with the accelerometer, it is evident that the acceleration can vary over time. Even though the subject is changing acceleration rates throughout the entire jump, it is recorded only at the time points determined by the sampling frequency (i.e. every 0.004 seconds if the sampling frequency is 250 Hz) with the assumption that change between successive samples is linear (19). Essentially, the accelerometer may not detect rapid changes in acceleration if the sampling frequency is too low and thus the time interval between too high, such as 125 or 50 Hz (19). Moreover, the 250 Hz, 125 Hz and 50 Hz sampling frequencies may be more valid than 500 Hz due to the data at 500 Hz having too much variability with the extra samples; thus, decreasing the sampling frequency from 500 Hz may “smooth” the data without losing important parts of the curve that are seen when the sampling frequency is decreased to 250 Hz, 125 Hz or 50 Hz.

Paragraph 27. Peak force, RFD, peak power, velocity, flight time and displacement values differed significantly between the accelerometer and the force platform + linear position transducer system across all sampling frequencies assessed (Table 3.6). Additionally, peak force, velocity, flight time and displacement values also differed significantly between the accelerometer and the force platform + linear position transducer system across all sampling frequencies assessed (Table 3.6). The accelerometer systematically overestimated (p < 0.001) peak force, RFD, flight time and displacement and underestimated (p < 0.001) peak velocity and peak power when compared to the force platform + linear position transducer system. It is unclear precisely what is driving these differences. However, it is theorized that force is overestimated due to an indirect measurement of force by way of acceleration, body mass and gravity. Furthermore, velocity is most likely underestimated due to integrating the acceleration data to calculate the vertical velocity, which can lead to noise amplification and the subsequent
risk of erroneous data (34). Consequently, peak power is underestimated due to the inconsistencies in force and velocity. Also, due to the lower sampling frequency of the accelerometer compared to the force platform + linear position transducer system, the accelerometer may not be able to detect the integral parts of the velocity-time curve that it uses to calculate the flight time and thus the vertical displacement.

Paragraph 28. In conclusion, the findings of the current study suggest the accelerometer to be a reliable device for measuring for peak force, RFD, peak power, peak velocity and peak displacement in a countermovement jump using sampling frequencies between 50 to 500 Hz. Significant positive correlations were observed between the accelerometer and the force platform + linear position transducer system in all performance characteristics assessed. However, the accelerometer significantly overestimated peak force, RFD, flight time and displacement and significantly underestimated peak velocity and peak power. Thus, the accelerometer can be considered valid for these variables, but not precise.

Paragraph 29. Despite no significant differences in the group averages of the performance characteristics across the different accelerometer sampling frequencies, the highest correlations and SEE values were observed at 250 Hz, 125 and 50 Hz. Although this data is valid and reliable, it lacks the precision of a force platform + linear position transducer system. Therefore, sport scientists and practitioners should consider 250 Hz the ideal sampling frequency due to the increased number of samples while still achieving the lower limit of validity. However, sampling frequencies as low as 50 Hz may be considered if there are limitations imposed by the manufacturer or when testing large teams and the decreased file size is needed. Thus, it is imperative that the sampling frequency is kept consistent across testing sessions and comparisons to norms performed cautiously. Finally, when examining across genders, the males
produce more valid but equally as reliable results as the females across all sampling frequencies. The novel finding in this investigation is that sport scientists now have the ability to take this small, portable device into any strength and conditioning facility and produce valid, reliable and immediate results in important performance characteristics that occur in the vertical jump.
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Table 3.1: Reliability Data for the Accelerometer and Force Platform + Linear Position Transducer System for the Total Sample Population.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Sampling Rate (Hz)</th>
<th>ICC</th>
<th>90% CI</th>
<th>CV (%)</th>
<th>90% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak Force</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.93 - 0.96</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>6.5 - 7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.93 - 0.96</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>6.3 - 7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.93 - 0.96</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>6.4 - 7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.93 - 0.96</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>6.5 - 7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP + LPT System</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.96 - 0.98</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.7 - 4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of Force Development</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.81 - 0.89</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>19.7 - 22.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.82 - 0.89</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>19.5 - 22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.82 - 0.89</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>19.2 - 22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.82 - 0.90</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>18.5 - 21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP + LPT System</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.78 - 0.87</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>20.5 - 23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Power</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.87 - 0.93</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>12.5 - 14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.87 - 0.93</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>12.4 - 14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.87 - 0.93</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>12.3 - 14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.88 - 0.93</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>12.3 - 14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP + LPT System</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.94 - 0.96</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>7.3 - 8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Velocity</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.75 - 0.85</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7.4 - 8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.75 - 0.85</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7.4 - 8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.75 - 0.85</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7.4 - 8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.75 - 0.85</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7.4 - 8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP + LPT System</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.78 - 0.87</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>6.3 - 7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight Time</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.92 - 0.95</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.5 - 2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.92 - 0.95</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.6 - 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.92 - 0.96</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.5 - 2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.91 - 0.95</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.7 - 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP + LPT System</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.95 - 0.97</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5.1 - 5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Displacement</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.92 - 0.95</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.2 - 5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.92 - 0.95</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.3 - 6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.92 - 0.95</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5.0 - 5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.96 - 0.98</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.4 - 6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP + LPT System</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.85 - 0.91</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>7.7 - 8.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: LPT = linear position transducer, FP = force platform
Table 3.2: Reliability Data for the Accelerometer and Force Platform + Linear Position Transducer System for the Men.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Sampling Rate (Hz)</th>
<th>ICC</th>
<th>90% CI</th>
<th>CV (%)</th>
<th>90% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak Force</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.93 - 0.96</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.1 - 7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.93 - 0.96</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>5.8 - 6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.93 - 0.96</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>5.9 - 6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.93 - 0.96</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>5.9 - 6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP + LPT System</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.95 - 0.97</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.8 - 4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of Force Development</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.88 - 0.93</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>18.0 - 21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.88 - 0.93</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>17.7 - 20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.87 - 0.93</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>18.0 - 21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.88 - 0.93</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>17.1 - 20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP + LPT System</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.86 - 0.91</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>17.8 - 20.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Power</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.84 - 0.90</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>11.6 - 13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.84 - 0.91</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>11.4 - 13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.85 - 0.91</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>11.2 - 13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.85 - 0.91</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>11.2 - 13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP + LPT System</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.94 - 0.96</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>6.3 - 7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Velocity</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.79 - 0.87</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>6.8 - 7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.79 - 0.87</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>6.8 - 8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.79 - 0.87</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>6.8 - 7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.80 - 0.88</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>6.7 - 7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP + LPT System</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.73 - 0.83</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>5.8 - 6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight Time</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.87 - 0.92</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.3 - 2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.84 - 0.90</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.5 - 2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.88 - 0.93</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.2 - 2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.87 - 0.92</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.2 - 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP + LPT System</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90 - 0.94</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.3 - 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Displacement</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.87 - 0.92</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.6 - 5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.84 - 0.90</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5.0 - 5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.88 - 0.93</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.3 - 5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.87 - 0.92</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.5 - 5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP + LPT System</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.79 - 0.87</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.0 - 7.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: LPT = linear position transducer, FP = force platform
Table 3.3: Reliability Data for the Accelerometer and Force Platform + Linear Position Transducer System for the Women

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Sampling Rate (Hz)</th>
<th>ICC</th>
<th>90% CI</th>
<th>CV (%)</th>
<th>90% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak Force</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.86 - 0.92</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>6.7 - 7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.86 - 0.92</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>6.7 - 7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.86 - 0.92</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>6.7 - 7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.85 - 0.91</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>6.8 - 8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP + LPT System</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.95 - 0.97</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.1 - 3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of Force</td>
<td>Development</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.69 - 0.80</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>21.1 - 24.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.69 - 0.80</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>21.0 - 24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.70 - 0.81</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>20.1 - 23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.71 - 0.81</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>19.6 - 23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP + LPT System</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.66 - 0.78</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>22.5 - 26.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Power</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.74 - 0.84</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>13.0 - 15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.74 - 0.84</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>13.0 - 15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.74 - 0.84</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>13.0 - 15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.74 - 0.84</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>12.9 - 15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP + LPT System</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.85 - 0.91</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>8.1 - 9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Velocity</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.56 - 0.71</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>7.9 - 9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.56 - 0.71</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>7.9 - 9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.56 - 0.71</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>7.9 - 9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.56 - 0.71</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>7.9 - 9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP + LPT System</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.65 - 0.77</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>6.3 - 7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight Time</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.85 - 0.91</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.8 - 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.85 - 0.91</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.8 - 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.84 - 0.90</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.9 - 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.81 - 0.88</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.0 - 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP + LPT System</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90 - 0.94</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.7 - 3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Displacement</td>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.85 - 0.91</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.7 - 6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.85 - 0.91</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.5 - 6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.85 - 0.91</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.6 - 6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.96 - 0.98</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.1 - 7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FP + LPT System</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.76 - 0.85</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>9.0 - 10.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: LPT = linear position transducer, FP = force platform
Table 3.4: Linear Regression Equations between Force Platform + Linear Position Transducer and Accelerometer Data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FP + LPT</th>
<th>Accelerometer</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>SEE</th>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500 Hz</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>307.9</td>
<td>y=0.439x+636.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Force</td>
<td>250 Hz</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>171.9</td>
<td>y=0.561x+342.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>125 Hz</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>268.6</td>
<td>y=0.485x+526.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>176.4</td>
<td>y=0.553x+364.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500 Hz</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>1899.1</td>
<td>y=0.273x+2156.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of Force Development</td>
<td>250 Hz</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1603.9</td>
<td>y=0.358x+1456.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>125 Hz</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1922.6</td>
<td>y=0.273x+221.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1592.0</td>
<td>y=0.400x+1319.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500 Hz</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>1427.2</td>
<td>y=0.766x+1678.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Power</td>
<td>250 Hz</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1011.3</td>
<td>y=0.963x+852.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>125 Hz</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>1095.3</td>
<td>y=0.933x+984.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1009.0</td>
<td>y=0.970x+848.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500 Hz</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>y=0.384x+2.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Velocity</td>
<td>250 Hz</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.437</td>
<td>y=0.467x+1.836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>125 Hz</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.439</td>
<td>y=0.461x+1.852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.437</td>
<td>y=0.470x+1.828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500 Hz</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>y=0.644x+0.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight Time</td>
<td>250 Hz</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>y=0.848x-0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>125 Hz</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>y=0.853x-0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>y=0.852x-0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500 Hz</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>y=0.549x+0.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Displacement</td>
<td>250 Hz</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>y=0.678x+0.094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>125 Hz</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>y=0.675x+0.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>y=0.663x+0.085</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: SEE=Standard Error of the Estimate, LPT = linear position transducer, FP = force platform
### Table 3.5: Linear Regression Equations between Force Platform + Linear Position Transducer and Accelerometer Data for Men and Women.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FP + LPT</th>
<th>Accelerometer</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>R²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Force</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 Hz</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 Hz</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125 Hz</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of Force Development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 Hz</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 Hz</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125 Hz</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 Hz</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 Hz</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125 Hz</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Velocity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 Hz</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 Hz</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125 Hz</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight Time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 Hz</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 Hz</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125 Hz</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 Hz</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 Hz</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125 Hz</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: SEE= Standard Error of the Estimate, FP = Force platform, LPT = Linear position transducer
Table 3.6: Vertical Jump Data for Men and Women

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>FP + LPT</th>
<th>Accelerometer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000 Hz</td>
<td>500 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Force</td>
<td>1905.2 ± 431.8</td>
<td>2614.7 ± 746.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>1467.2 ± 333.1</td>
<td>2167.0 ± 634.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1686.2 ± 443.3</td>
<td>2390.5 ± 727.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFD (N s⁻¹)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>3936.2 ± 1358.0</td>
<td>8173.2 ± 3489.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1163.2 ± 12866.4</td>
<td>1610.7 ± 8384.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Power (W)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>3858.4 ± 1261.0</td>
<td>3563.7 ± 1513.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4909.5 ± 1947.8</td>
<td>4213.0 ± 1430.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Velocity (ms⁻¹)</td>
<td>3.5 ± 0.4</td>
<td>3.1 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>2.9 ± 0.4</td>
<td>2.8 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3.2 ± 0.5</td>
<td>2.9 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight Time (s)</td>
<td>0.54 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.63 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>0.44 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.57 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.49 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.60 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump Height (m)</td>
<td>0.35 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.41 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>0.35 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.41 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.40 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.45 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: RFD = Rate of force development.
* = significantly different than accelerometer at 500 Hz, 250 Hz, 125 Hz, and 50 Hz p ≤ 0.001.
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Figure 4.1 Project Timeline and Design

7 days

Preliminary Testing
1-Health History Questionnaire
2-Informed Consent
3-Body Composition
4-Familiarization with Jumping Protocol

Test Protocol
1-CMJ Protocol
Figure 4.2: Force Platform + 2-Linear Position Transducer System with Accelerometer
Figure 4.3: Experimental Protocol

- **5-Minute Warm-up**
  - Cycle Ergometer
  - (90-100 W)

- **5-Minute Dynamic Stretching Warm-up**

- **5 Countermovement Jumps**

- **3-Minute Rest**

- **5 Countermovement Jumps**
Figure 4.4: Correlation analysis between peak forces from accelerometer and force plate data

- **500 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r = 0.72$, $p < 0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.518$
  - $y = 0.439x + 636.7$

- **250 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r = 0.80$, $p < 0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.64$
  - $y = 0.485x + 526.4$

- **125 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r = 0.92$, $p < 0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.85$
  - $y = 0.553x + 364.9$

- **50 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r = 0.92$, $p < 0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.85$
  - $y = 0.561x + 342.1$
Figure 4.5: Correlation analysis between rate of force development from accelerometer and force plate data.

For 500 Hz Accelerometer:
- $r = 0.53$, $p < 0.001$
- $R^2 = 0.28$
- $y = 0.273x + 2156.0$

For 250 Hz Accelerometer:
- $r = 0.70$, $p < 0.001$
- $R^2 = 0.49$
- $y = 0.358x + 1456.0$

For 125 Hz Accelerometer:
- $r = 0.52$, $p < 0.001$
- $R^2 = 0.27$
- $y = 0.273x + 2211.0$

For 50 Hz Accelerometer:
- $r = 0.70$, $p < 0.001$
- $R^2 = 0.49$
- $y = 0.400x + 1319.0$
Figure 4.6: Correlation analysis between peak powers from accelerometer and force plate data

- **500 Hz Accelerometer**
  - Peak Power (W) vs. Force Plate Peak Power (W)
  - $r=0.68$, $p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.46$
  - $y = 0.766x + 1678.0$

- **250 Hz Accelerometer**
  - Peak Power (W) vs. Force Plate Peak Power (W)
  - $r=0.86$, $p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.73$
  - $y = 0.963x + 852.7$

- **125 Hz Accelerometer**
  - Peak Power (W) vs. Force Plate Peak Power (W)
  - $r=0.83$, $p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.68$
  - $y = 0.933x + 984.6$

- **50 Hz Accelerometer**
  - Peak Power (W) vs. Force Plate Peak Power (W)
  - $r=0.86$, $p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.73$
  - $y = 0.970x + 848.0$
Figure 4.7: Correlation analysis between peak velocities from accelerometer and force plate data.
Figure 4.8: Correlation analysis between flight time from accelerometer and force plate data

- **500 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r=0.63$, $p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.40$
  - $y = 0.644x + 0.098$

- **250 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r=0.83$, $p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.69$
  - $y = 0.848x - 0.026$

- **125 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r=0.84$, $p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.71$
  - $y = 0.853x - 0.032$

- **50 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r=0.83$, $p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.68$
  - $y = 0.852x - 0.042$
Figure 4.9: Correlation analysis between vertical displacements from accelerometer and force plate data

For the 500 Hz Accelerometer:
- $r = 0.60$, $p < 0.001$
- $R^2 = 0.36$
- $y = 0.5491x + 0.1556$

For the 250 Hz Accelerometer:
- $r = 0.75$, $p < 0.001$
- $R^2 = 0.56$
- $y = 0.6781x + 0.0946$

For the 125 Hz Accelerometer:
- $r = 0.76$, $p < 0.001$
- $R^2 = 0.58$
- $y = 0.6753x + 0.0924$

For the 50 Hz Accelerometer:
- $r = 0.75$, $p < 0.001$
- $R^2 = 0.56$
- $y = 0.6631x + 0.0859$
Figure 4.10: Correlation analysis between peak forces from accelerometer and force plate data for the women’s sub-group

- **500 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r=0.75$, $p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.56$
  - $y = 0.393x + 615.0$

- **250 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r=0.97$, $p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.91$
  - $y = 0.579x + 255.7$

- **125 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r=0.95$, $p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.91$
  - $y = 0.578x + 257.7$

- **50 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r=0.95$, $p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.90$
  - $y = 0.583x + 250.1$
Figure 4.11: Correlation analysis between RFD from accelerometer and force plate data for the women’s sub-group

- **500Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r = 0.40$, $p < 0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.157$
  - $y = 0.188x + 2393.0$

- **250Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r = 0.47$, $p < 0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.23$
  - $y = 0.241x + 2057.0$

- **125Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r = 0.50$, $p < 0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.25$
  - $y = 0.268x + 1888.0$

- **50Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r = 0.49$, $p < 0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.24$
  - $y = 0.288x + 1844.0$
Figure 4.12: Correlation analysis between peak powers from accelerometer and force plate data for the women’s sub-group

- **500 Hz Accelerometer**
  - \( r = 0.55, p < 0.001 \)
  - \( R^2 = 0.30 \)
  - \( y = 0.457x + 2227.0 \)

- **250 Hz Accelerometer**
  - \( r = 0.83, p < 0.001 \)
  - \( R^2 = 0.69 \)
  - \( y = 0.865x + 944.1 \)

- **125 Hz Accelerometer**
  - \( r = 0.83, p < 0.001 \)
  - \( R^2 = 0.69 \)
  - \( y = 0.866x + 943.2 \)

- **50 Hz Accelerometer**
  - \( r = 0.83, p < 0.001 \)
  - \( R^2 = 0.69 \)
  - \( y = 0.875x + 929.8 \)
Figure 4.13: Correlation analysis between peak velocities from accelerometer and force plate data for the women’s sub-group

- 500 Hz Accelerometer
  - Peak Velocity (m s\(^{-1}\))
  - \(r = 0.28, p < 0.001\)
  - \(R^2 = 0.077\)
  - \(y = 0.221x + 2.305\)

- 250 Hz Accelerometer
  - Peak Velocity (m s\(^{-1}\))
  - \(r = 0.35, p < 0.001\)
  - \(R^2 = 0.12\)
  - \(y = 0.308x + 2.073\)

- 125 Hz Accelerometer
  - Peak Velocity (m s\(^{-1}\))
  - \(r = 0.35, p < 0.001\)
  - \(R^2 = 0.12\)
  - \(y = 0.308x + 2.073\)

- 50 Hz Accelerometer
  - Peak Velocity (m s\(^{-1}\))
  - \(r = 0.35, p < 0.001\)
  - \(R^2 = 0.12\)
  - \(y = 0.308x + 2.073\)
Figure 4.14: Correlation analysis between flight time from accelerometer and force plate data for the women’s sub-group

For the 500 Hz accelerometer data:
- Correlation coefficient ($r$) = 0.50, $p < 0.001$
- $R^2 = 0.25$
- Line equation: $y = 0.366x + 0.228$

For the 250 Hz accelerometer data:
- Correlation coefficient ($r$) = 0.75, $p < 0.001$
- $R^2 = 0.56$
- Line equation: $y = 0.665x + 0.060$

For the 125 Hz accelerometer data:
- Correlation coefficient ($r$) = 0.76, $p < 0.011$
- $R^2 = 0.57$
- Line equation: $y = 0.670x + 0.055$

For the 50 Hz accelerometer data:
- Correlation coefficient ($r$) = 0.73, $p < 0.001$
- $R^2 = 0.54$
- Line equation: $y = 0.645x + 0.061$
Figure 4.15: Correlation analysis between flight time from accelerometer and force plate data for the women’s sub-group

- **500 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r = 0.64, p < 0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.41$
  - $y = 0.618x + 0.101$

- **250 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r = 0.65, p < 0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.42$
  - $y = 0.621x + 0.097$

- **125 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r = 0.62, p < 0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.38$
  - $y = 0.580x + 0.103$

- **50 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r = 0.043, p < 0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.18$
  - $y = 0.326x + 0.215$
Figure 4.16: Correlation analysis between peak forces from accelerometer and force plate data for the men’s sub-group

- **Men’s Sub-group (500 Hz):**
  - Correlation: $r=0.88$, $p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.78$
  - $y = 0.500x + 558.3$

- **Men’s Sub-group (250 Hz):**
  - Correlation: $r=0.88$, $p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.77$
  - $y = 0.486x + 596.7$

- **Men’s Sub-group (125 Hz):**
  - Correlation: $r=0.65$, $p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.42$
  - $y = 0.374x + 925.8$

- **Men’s Sub-group (50 Hz):**
  - Correlation: $r=0.64$, $p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.41$
  - $y = 0.360x + 936.0$
Figure 4.17: Correlation analysis between RFD from accelerometer and force plate data for the men’s sub-group

- **500 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r=0.60, p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.36$
  - $y = 0.305x + 2331.0$

- **250 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r=0.78, p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.61$
  - $y = 0.391x + 1471.0$

- **125 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r= 0.51, p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.254$
  - $y = 0.259x + 2691.0$

- **50 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r= 0.78, p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.60$
  - $y = 0.426x + 1387.0$
Figure 4.18: Correlation analysis between peak powers from accelerometer and force plate data for the men’s sub-group

- **500 Hz Accelerometer**
  - Peak Power (W)
  - $r=0.66, p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.44$
  - $y = 0.762x + 2253.0$

- **250 Hz Accelerometer**
  - Peak Power (W)
  - $r=0.74, p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.55$
  - $y = 0.819x + 1821.0$

- **125 Hz Accelerometer**
  - Peak Power (W)
  - $r=0.80, p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.63$
  - $y = 0.885x + 1514.0$

- **50 Hz Accelerometer**
  - Peak Power (W)
  - $r=0.80, p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.64$
  - $y = 0.879x + 1514.0$
Figure 4.19: Correlation analysis between peak velocities from accelerometer and force plate data for the men’s sub-group

- **500 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r=0.27$, $p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.07$
  - $y = 0.240x + 2.756$

- **250 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r=0.30$, $p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.09$
  - $y = 0.264x + 2.672$

- **125 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r=0.31$, $p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.10$
  - $y = 0.273x + 2.643$

- **50 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r=0.31$, $p<0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.10$
  - $y = 0.273x + 2.644$
Figure 4.20: Correlation analysis between flight time from accelerometer and force plate data for the men’s sub-group

- **500 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r = 0.50$, $p < 0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.25$
  - $y = 0.427x + 0.264$

- **250 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r = 0.73$, $p < 0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.53$
  - $y = 0.609x + 0.143$

- **125 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r = 0.75$, $p < 0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.56$
  - $y = 0.621x + 0.133$

- **50 Hz Accelerometer**
  - $r = 0.74$, $p < 0.001$
  - $R^2 = 0.54$
  - $y = 0.624x + 0.124$
Figure 4.21: Correlation analysis between vertical displacements from accelerometer and force plate data for the men’s sub-group
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**DO YOU WANT TO KNOW HOW MUCH BODY FAT YOU HAVE?**

**DO YOU WANT TO KNOW HOW HIGH YOU CAN JUMP?**
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WHAT YOU GET FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS STUDY:

a. **BODY COMPOSITION:** Your body composition will be assessed with the use of the BOD POD and you will receive information about how much lean body mass and fat mass you have.

b. **JUMPING ABILITY:** Your ability to perform 5 countermovement and 5 static vertical jumps will be evaluated with the use of a new fitness testing device call the MyoTEST. The MyoTEST was designed in Switzerland and determines the speed at which you jump, how much power you generate, and how fast you accelerate.

In order for you to participate you will have to give your informed consent and answer questions related to your health status and exercise history.
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Introduction

You, ______________________, have been asked to participate in this research study, which has been explained to you by ____________. This study is being conducted by G. Gregory Haff, Ph.D. in the Department of
Human Performance and Applied Exercise Science at West Virginia University.

**Purposes of the Study**

The purpose of this study is to determine if a new computer sensing device, known as an accelerometer, can accurately measure how high a person can jump. In this study two series of jumping activities will be measured by this computer sensor. The first will require you to squat down and jump vertically as fast as possible. The second will require you to squat down and hold the bottom of the squat for 3 seconds and then jump as high as possible. The data collected by the new computer sensing device will be compared to data collected by a specialized scale, known as a force plate, which can determine how high and fast you jump. The information gained from this study will be used to adapt the accelerometer technology. WVU expects to enroll approximately 200 subjects (100 men and 100 women) in this investigation.

**Description of Procedures**

This study will be done in the West Virginia University School of Medicine Human Performance Laboratory and the Instructional Laboratory. The study involves an assessment of body weight and body composition (Body fat and lean body mass), and vertical jumping ability. You will be required to attend two testing sessions. The total time requirements for the two sessions if you participate in this investigation will be approximately 3 hours.

**Testing Session #1:** This session should take between 1.5 to 2 hours for you to complete.

**Health and Training History:** You will be asked to fill out a questionnaire regarding your health/medical history and your exercise or strength training history. This will take approximately 15-20 minutes for you to complete. You do not have to answer all the questions. You will have the opportunity to see the questionnaire before signing this consent form.

**Measurement of your height, weight and body composition:** You will be required to wear a bathing suit when having your body weight and body composition measured. Your body weight will be measured without shoes using a calibrated scale, while your height will be measured with a
stadiometer. Your body composition will be estimated in a small chamber called the BodPOD. You will sit in an enclosed chamber. The door will be shut and you will rest comfortably. This machine measures the amount of air that your body pushes out of the chamber and it can determine the amount of fat and lean body mass on your body from this measurement. You will be in your bathing suit during this test. This test will take approximately 2—3 minutes to complete.

**Familiarization with Jumping Protocol:** After completing the assessment of body composition you will be familiarized with the jumping protocol which will be used in this study. The jumping protocol will require you to perform a standardized warm-up consisting of cycling for 5 minutes followed by 5 minutes of dynamic movement exercises, such as marching. After warming up you will rest for 5 minutes and then perform a series of 5 vertical jumps in which you squat down and jump as quickly as possible (countermovement vertical jump). After completing these jumps you will rest for 5 minutes. After resting for 5 minutes you will perform a series of 5 vertical jumps in which you squat down and pause for 3 seconds and then jump as high as possible (static vertical jump). Instruction will be given by a certified strength and conditioning specialist on how to perform the various jumping activities. You will be given time to practice this activity so as to maximize your jumping performance.

**Session #2:** There will be 7 days between each of these sessions and each session should take approximately 1 hour. You will be randomly assigned to a testing order for the session. The order of the vertical jump tests will be randomly assigned but the basic procedure for testing will be similar to the familiarization session.

**Jumping session:** As with the initial session you will perform 5 minutes of cycling followed by 5 minutes of dynamic stretching, such as marching. After completing the warm-up portion of the session you will rest for 5 minutes and be fitted with a computer sensor (accelerometer). You will then perform 5 vertical jumps (one of the jumping protocols practiced in the familiarization session: either countermovement or static depending upon which testing order group you are assigned to). After completing the first series of 5 jumps you will rest for 5 minutes. After resting for 5 minutes you will then perform 5 vertical jumps (either countermovement or static depending upon depending upon which testing order group you are assigned to).
Risks and Discomforts

Body Composition: There are generally no risks associated with the measurement of body composition. However, if you are claustrophobic you may feel uncomfortable in the BOD PODÔ Chamber. Body Composition will also be estimated from skinfold assessment. The skinfold assessment may cause a minimal discomfort from the pinching action used to measure the skinfold.

Jumping Activity: This test is used to assess jumping performance and is considered to impose minimal risks. The most common risk associated with this test is minor muscle soreness, which can last for a day or two. In very rare instances muscle strains, fainting and abnormal blood pressure responses can occur. In order to insure your safety you will be monitored continuously by a certified strength and conditioning specialist.

Alternatives
You do not have to participate in this study.

If you are uncomfortable with the BOD PODÔ chamber you can chose to only participate in a skinfold body composition analysis procedure. You do not have to participate in any part of this investigation.

Benefits
This data will help provide researchers and sports scientists an understanding about the effectiveness of accelerometer based vertical jump testing methodologies. Additional benefits from your participation will include a detailed report on your body composition and vertical jump ability. This information may be used to get a better understanding of your overall health and wellness. The information gathered from this investigation may lead to improved implementation of vertical jump testing methods in clinical and athletic sessions.
Financial Considerations

You may wish to consult your insurance carrier prior to entering this study. There are no special fees for participating in this study. You will incur the costs of travel to the Health Science Center of West Virginia University School of Medicine for all of the testing sessions. There are no special fees for participating in this study, but any expense associated with injury or treatment of side effects will be billed to you or your insurance company. If you are injured as a result of this research, treatment will be available. Responsibility for this treatment will be borne by you and your insurance company. Compensation for your injuries will not be provided voluntarily by the investigator, sponsor, West Virginia University, or other associated affiliates.

Confidentiality

Any information about you that is obtained as a result of your participation in this research will be kept as confidential as legally possible. Your research records and test results, just like hospital records, may be subpoenaed by court order or may be inspected by federal regulatory authorities without your additional consent. In addition, there are certain instances where the researcher is legally required to give information to the appropriate authorities. In any publications that result from this research, neither your name nor any information from which you might be identified will be published without your consent.

Voluntary Participation

Participation in this study is completely voluntary. You are free to withdraw your consent or refuse to participate in this study at any time. Refusal to participate or withdrawal will not affect your future care at West Virginia University or your class standing or grades, and will involve no penalty to you. In the event new information becomes available that may affect your willingness to participate in this study, this information will be given to you so that you can make an informed decision about whether or not to continue your participation. You have been given the opportunity to ask questions about the research, and you have received answers concerning areas you did not understand.
Upon signing this form, you will receive a copy.

I willingly consent to participate in this research.

The participant has had the opportunity to have questions addressed. The participant willingly agrees to be in the study.
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**Medical/Health Questionnaire**

**Personal Information**

Today’s Date ______________ Please print your name ______________________

How old are you? _____ years Sex: Male; Female

Please circle the highest grade in school you have completed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elementary School</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College/Postgrad</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What is your marital status?  Single; Married; Widowed; Divorced/Separated

Race or ethnic background:

| White, not of Hispanic origin | American Indian/Alaskan native | Asian |
| Black, not of Hispanic origin | Pacific Islander                | Hispanic |

What is your job or occupation? Check the one that applies to the greatest percent of your time.

| Health professional | Disabled, unable to work | Service |
| Manager, educator, professional | Operator, fabricator, laborer | Unemployed |
| Skilled crafts      | Homemaker                 | Student |
| Technical, sales, support | Retired                  | Other |

**Symptoms or Signs Suggestive of Disease**

*Place a check in the box if your answer is “yes.”*

1. Have you experienced unusual pain or discomfort in your chest, neck, jaw, arms, or other areas that may be due to heart problems?

2. Have you experienced unusual fatigue and/or shortness of breath at rest, during usual activities, or during mild-to-moderate exercise (e.g., climbing stairs, carrying groceries, brisk walking, cycling, etc.)?

3. Have you had any problems with dizziness or fainting?

4. When you stand up, or sometimes during the night while you are sleeping, do you have difficulty breathing?

5. Do you suffer from swelling of the ankles (ankle edema)?

6. Have you experienced an unusual and rapid throbbing or fluttering of the heart?
7. Have you experienced severe pain in your leg muscles during walking?

8. Has a doctor told you that you have a heart murmur?

**Chronic Disease Risk Factors**

*Place a check in the box if your answer is “yes.”*

9. Are you a male over age 45 years, or a female over age 55 years, or a female who has experienced premature menopause and is not on estrogen replacement therapy?

10. Has your father or brother had a heart attack or died suddenly of heart disease before age 55 years; has your mother or sister experienced these heart problems before age 65 years?

11. Has anyone in your family died suddenly before the age of 40, excluding accidental death?

12. Are you a current cigarette smoker?

13. Has a doctor told you that you have high blood pressure (more than 130/80 mm Hg), or are you on medication to control your blood pressure?

14. Is your total serum cholesterol greater than 200 mg/dl, or has a doctor told you that your cholesterol is at a high risk level?

15. Do you have diabetes mellitus?

16. Are you physically inactive and sedentary (little physical activity on the job or during leisure time)?

17. During the past year, would you say that you experienced enough stress, strain, and pressure to have a significant effect on your health?

18. Do you eat foods nearly every day that are high in fat and cholesterol such as fatty meats, cheese, fried foods, butter, whole milk, or eggs?

19. Do you tend to avoid foods that are high in fiber such as whole grain breads and cereals, fresh fruits or vegetables?

20. Do you weigh 30 or more pounds than you should?

21. Do you average more than two alcoholic drinks each day?
**Medical History**

22. *Please check which of the following conditions you have had or now have. Also check medical conditions in your family (father, mother, brother(s), or sister(s)). Check as many as apply.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personal</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Medical Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coronary heart disease, heart attack, coronary artery surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Angina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High blood pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Peripheral vascular disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phlebitis or emboli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Other heart problems (specify: __________________)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lung cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Prostate cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Colorectal cancer (bowel cancer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Skin cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Other cancer (specify: __________________)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stroke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (emphysema)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pneumonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Asthma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bronchitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Diabetes mellitus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thyroid problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kidney disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Liver disease (cirrhosis of the liver)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hepatitis (A, B, C, D, or E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gallstones/gallbladder disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Osteoporosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Arthritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anemia (low iron)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bone fracture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Major injury to foot, leg, knee, hip, or shoulder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Major injury to back or neck</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
23. Please check any of the following medications you currently take regularly. Also give the name of the medication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medication</th>
<th>Name of Medication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood pressure medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood cholesterol medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hormones</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth control pills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine for breathing/lungs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other medicine for diabetes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthritis medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine for depression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine for anxiety</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyroid medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine for ulcers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain killer medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allergy medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV/AIDS medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (please specify)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Physical Fitness, Physical Activity/Exercise

24. In general, compared to other persons your age, rate how physically fit you are:

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
   Not at all Somewhat Extremely
   physically fit physically fit physically fit

25. Outside of your normal work or daily responsibilities, how often do you engage in
exercise that at least moderately increases your breathing and heart rate, and makes
you sweat, for at least 20 minutes (such as brisk walking, cycling, swimming,
jogging, aerobic dance, stair climbing, rowing, basketball, racquetball, vigorous yard
work, etc.).

   5 or more times per week 3 to 4 times per week 1 to 2 times per week
   Less than 1 time per week Seldom or never

26. How much hard physical work is required on your job?

   A great deal A moderate amount A little None

27. How long have you exercised or played sports regularly?

   I do not exercise regularly less than 1 year 1-2 years
   2-5 years 5-10 years more than 10 years

Diet

28. On average, how many servings of fruit do you eat per day? (One serving = 1
medium apple, banana, orange, etc., ½ cup of chopped, cooked, or canned fruit, 3/4
cup of fruit juice).

   none 1 2 3 4 or more

29. On average, how many servings of vegetables do you eat per day? (One serving = ½
cup cooked or chopped raw, 1 cup raw leafy, 3/4 cup of vegetable juice).

   none 1-2 3 4 5 or more
30. On average, how many servings of bread, cereal, rice, or pasta do you eat per day?  
(One serving = 1 slice of bread, 1 ounce of ready-to-eat cereal, ½ cup of cooked cereal, rice, or pasta).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>none</th>
<th>1-3</th>
<th>4-6</th>
<th>7-9</th>
<th>10 or more</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

31. When you use grain and cereal products, do you emphasize:

- whole grain, high fiber
- mixture of whole grain and refined
- refined, low fiber

32. On average, how many servings of red meat (not lean) do you eat per day?  
(One serving = 2-3 ounces of steak, roast beef, lamb, pork chops, ham, burgers, etc.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>none</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4 or more</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

33. On average, how many servings of fish, poultry, lean meat, cooked dry beans, peanut butter, or nuts do you eat per day?  
(One serving = 2-3 ounces of meat, ½ cup of cooked dry beans, two tablespoons of peanut butter, or 1/3 cup of nuts).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>none</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4 or more</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

34. On average, how many servings of dairy products do you eat per day?  
(One serving = 1 cup of milk or yogurt, 1.5 ounces of natural cheese, 2 ounces of processed cheese).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>none</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4 or more</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

35. When you use dairy products, do you emphasize:

- regular
- low-fat
- non-fat

36. How would you characterize your intake of fats and oils (e.g., regular salad dressings, butter or margarine, mayonnaise, vegetable oils).

- High
- Moderate
- Low

**Body Weight**
37. How tall are you (without shoes)? _____feet _____inches

38. How much do you weigh (minimal clothing and without shoes)? ______pounds

39. What is the most you have ever weighed? ______pounds

40. Are you NOW trying to:
   - Lose weight
   - Gain weight
   - Stay about the same
   - Not trying to do anything

Psychological Health

41. How have you been feeling in general during the past month?
   - In excellent spirits
   - In very good spirits
   - In good spirits mostly
   - I’ve been up and down in spirits a lot
   - In low spirits mostly
   - In very low spirits

42. During the past month, would you say that you experienced _____________ stress?
   - a lot of
   - moderate
   - relatively little
   - almost none

43. In the past year, how much effect has stress had on your health:
   - a lot
   - some
   - hardly any or none

44. On average, how many hours of sleep do you get in a 24-hour period?
   - Less than 5
   - 5 to 6.9
   - 7 to 9
   - More than 9

Substance Use

45. Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your entire life?
   - Yes
   - No

46. How would you describe your cigarette smoking habits?
Never smoked
Used to smoke
   How many years has it been since you smoked? ________ years
Still smoke
   How many cigarettes a day do you smoke on average? ________ cigarettes/day

47. How many alcoholic drinks do you consume? (A “drink” is a glass of wine, a wine cooler, a bottle/can of beer, a shot glass of liquor, or a mixed drink).

   Never use alcohol   Less than 1 per week   1 to 6 per week
   1 per day          2 to 3 per day            More than 3 per day

REFERENCES USED IN FORMULATING QUESTIONNAIRE

Exercise History Questionnaire

1. Are you an athlete? ____________
   a. If yes:
      i. What sport do you participate in? ________
      ii. How long have you been participating in this sport? ________
      iii. How many times per week do you participate in this sport? ________
   b. If no:
      i. Do you exercise regularly? ________
         1. If yes:
            a. What types of exercise do you perform?

   b. How often do you exercise? ________________
   c. How long have you been doing this? ________

2. If no:
   a. When was the last time you participated in an exercise program? ________.

2. Are you currently participating in a resistance training program? ____________.
   a. If yes:
      i. How long have you been resistance training? ________________.
      ii. Is the back squat a part of your regular training program? ________________.
         1. If yes:
            a. How many times per week do you perform the back squat? ________________.
            b. How long have you been performing the back squat as part of your resistance training program? ________________.
            c. Currently what is the heaviest weight you have back squatted? ________________.
   b. If no:
      a. When is the last time you performed the back squat? ________.
      b. Do you have any injuries that preclude you from performing the back squat? ___________________.
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b. If no:
   i. Have you ever participated in a resistance training program? _________.
      1. If yes,
         a. How long has it been since you participated in a
            resistance training program? ____.
         b. Was the back squat included in your resistance
            training regime? ________.

3. Are you currently participating in a plyometric or jump training program? _________.
   a. If yes:
      i. How long have you been performing jump/plyometric training? ________.
      ii. How many days per week do you perform jump/plyometric training? ___.
   b. If no:
      i. Have you ever participated in a jump/plyometric training program?
         ____________________________
            1. If Yes?
               a. How long has it been since you participated in
                  a jump/plyometric training program? ____.

4. Are you currently participating in a sport which requires a lot of jumping, such as volleyball, basketball, handball etc.?
   a. If yes:
      a. What sport is it that you are participating in? ________________
      b. How often do you participate in this sport? ________________
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